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ABSTRACT

(A)

The name EGUN has become commonly associated with the program also

EGUN-AN ELECTRON OPTICS
AND GUN DESIGN PROGRAM

known as the SLAC Electron Trajectory Program. This document is an updated
1

version of SLAC-226, published in 1979. The program itself has had substantial
upgrading since then, but only a few new features are of much concern to the

W. B. lUrtmarrasfeldt
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94309

user. Most of the improvements are internal and are intended to improve speed
or accuracy.
EGUN it designed to compute trajectories of charged particles in electrostatic
and magneiostatic fields, including the effects of space charge and self-magnetic
fields. Starting options include Child's Law conditions on cathodes of various
shapes, as well as user Specified initial conditions. Either rectangular or cylindri
cal symmetry may be used. In the new jargon, the program is a 2-1/2 dimension

October 1988
code meaning 2-D in all Gelds and 3-D in all particle motion. A Poisson's Equa
tion Solver is used to find the electrostatic fields by using difference equations
derived from th£ boundary conditions. Magnetic Gelds are to be specified exter
Prepared Tor t h e D e p a r t m e n t of Energy
under c o n t r a c t number D E - A C 0 3 - 7 6 S F 0 O 5 1 5

nally by the user, by using one of several methods including data from another
program or arbitrary configurations of coils.
This edition of the documentation also covers the program RGN87c, which is
a recently developed version of EGUN designed to be used on the newer models
of personal computers, small main frames, work stations, etc. The EGN87c
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program uses the programming language C which is very transportable so the
program should operate on any system that supports C. Plotting routines for
most common PC monitors are included, and the capability to make hard copy
plots on dot-matrix printer-plotters is provided.
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This report is intended as a user's reference manual for the EC UN Electron
Trajectory Program. It contains all the currently relevant material from the
earlier publications about thb program which were SLAC-Sl and SLAC-166 and
1

S1AC-226. In addition, it includes specific instructions for using a number of
the special features which have been added to the program. These features
have usually been, incorporated as a direct result of the needs of some particular
user and we wish to take this opportunity to express thank* to everyone who
has at some time or other suggested improvements to the program. We have
all benefited by this open process and it is for the purpose of making all these
features better available that this report Is being prepared.
This edition of the documentation also covers a recently developed version
of the program called BGN, written in C* and designed to be used on the newer
models of Personal Computers. Plotting routines for most common PC monitors

DISCLAIMER

are included, and the capability to make hard copy plots on dot-matrix printerplotters is provided. The plotting routines provided are based on a commercial
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mendation, or favoring by the United Slates Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United Stales Government or any agency thereof.
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package called Metawindow(It) by Metagrtphics. Metawindow supports most
common hardware configurations. All of the physics options and input data are
the same for the two versions except that EGN uses free field input for boundary
and trajectory data. Both programs use essentially the same NAMEL3ST files.
Computer implementation of EGN is covered in a separate note prepared espe
cially for the appropriate hardware. Prospective users of EGN can check with
the author to find what hardware is supported, buL it is likely that EGN would
operate on any system far which a C compiler is available. In the present PC
version, the code requires around 100 khytus at storage. It operates about JO-GO

titno slower on a PC than it dors on the IHM-30BO series mainframe. A typical
space-charge limited Pierce diode may need 20 s«ronds on the 3081 and 10-20
miT.ute&on a PC, depending on the hardware configuration.

1. "GENERAL" cathode in which electrons arc started assuming Child's law
holds near a surface designated as the cathode..
2. "SPHERE" for a spherical cathode (cylindrical in rectangular coordinates)
in which the electrons are assumed to be emitted at right angles to the

2. APPLICATION
The SLAC Electron Optics Program is specifically written to calculate elec
tron trajectories in electrostatic and magnetostatic fields. Poisson's equation is
solved by finite difference equations using boundary conditions defined by spec
ifying the type and position of in* boundary. Electric Selds are determined by
differentiating the potential distribution. The electron trajectory equations are

surface defined by a radius of curvature and a radial limit. Child's law for
space charge limited current is again used.
3. "CARDS" in which the specific starting conditions for each ray are specified
in an BO-column card format.
4. "GENCARD" which combines the versatility of "CARDS" with the calcu
lation of emission using Child's law u in "GENERAL."

fully relativistic and account for all possible electric and magnetic field compo

On the first iteration cycle, space charge forces are calculated from the as

nents. Space charge forces are realized through appropriate deposition of charge

sumption of paraxial flow. As the rays are traced through the program, space

on one cycle followed by another solution of Poisson's equation which is in turn

charge Is computed and stored in a separate array. After all the electron tra

followed by another cycle of trajectory calculations.

jectories have been calculated, the program begins the second cycle by solving

The program may be used in either rectangular or cylindrical coordinate*. A

Poi&son'a equation with the apace charge from the first cycle. For problems meet

special option allows space charge forces for a cylindrical beam to be calculated in

ing the paraxial assumptions, especially if relativistlc electron beams are involved,

a rectangularly symmetric array of electric and magnetic fields. Magnetic fields

this one cycle may be sufficient to solve the entire problem. For other problems

arc read in either as axial strengths or as arrays of coils with specified coordinates

in which space charge is negligible, e.g., spectrometers and phototubes, a single

and currents. The preferred technique of defining the magnetic field is to calculate

cycle is usually adequate.

the axial field from an arbitrary configuration of solenoids. Alternatively, the

Subsequent iteration cycles (as many as are requested) follow the above pat

program accepts the output data from a magnet design program, which can

tern. The Child's iaw calculations for the starling conditions are remade by

include the effects of saturable iron. In cylindrical coordinates, the magnetic

averaging the perveancc used for the previous cycle with the pcrveance calcu

fields are a*ially symmetric. Off-axis field components are calculated by a sixth-

lated directly from the solution of I'oisson's equation.

order expansion of the radial coordinate.
Electron trajectories may be started by one or four schemes:
2

An additional starting option is "l-Al'LACE" intended for any application o[
Laplace's equation not involving elrctron ray tracing. In this case the number of
3

cycles is used simply to improve the accuracy of the solution of Laplace's equation.
The "I.API,ACE" option includes a provision for inputting arbitrary data in the

In rectangular coordinates the magnetic field can be defined to be principally
in any one of the three Cartesian directions. .Off-mrdian-plane fields are found

1

"space charge * array. The output from LAPLACE includes a list of the fields on
the entire boundary. This can be used to find local peak field strengths and i..
calculate the electrical capacity of part or all of some configuration.

by expansion of the coordinate in the direction normal to the median plane. If
the median plane is the R-Z plane, then the field is In the PHI direction and
the field extends to infinity in the It-direction. This fits the configuration of the

The Poisson Solver program always operates in two dimensions; either R

pole face of a Cipole magnet. [Remember that R, Z and PHI are here taken to

and Z in cylindrical coordinates or Y and X m rectangular coordinates. The

be orthogonal Cartesian coordinates.) If the median plane lies normal to the

rectangular coordinate output retains the R and Z labels. Electron orbits are

plane of the problem* through the Z-axis, then the field extends to infinity in the

calculated through azimuthal angles, (labeled *PHF) referenced to the Z axis.

PHI direction. In this case the direction of the field on the median plane can

In rectangular coordinates, PHI » actually the third Cartesian coordinate.
Magnetic fields, except for the a elf-magnetic field of a beam, are input directly

be either in the Z-direction or in the R-direction, depending on the symmetry of
the coils that produce the field. The off-median-plane expansions in rectangular
coordinates satisfy Maxwell's equations to second order.

in one of three wayc:
1. by specifying the field along the Z-axia, (two methods are provided)

Self-magnetic fields are calculated for both coordinate systems from the cur

?.. by specifying a set of point coils (giving position, radius and current), or

rent in the rays on the present cycle. A built-in sort routine insures that the

3, by using the vector potential output from a magnet program such as Poia-

rays are sequentially numbered from the axis outwards. The self-magnetic field

1

son. It is interesting to note that Colma.n' has converted stveral accelerator
physic* programs including Poisson to run on the IBM-AT.
In cylindrical coordinates, the magnetic field is interpreted as an axial field
with radial terms as required by Maxwell's equations. The off-axis fields can be
made by rillu'r a sixth order expansion from the axial fields or, for the case of a
M:t of roils, by directly u&ing, the appropriate elliptic functions. Second or fourth
ord«T extensions ran be sflrrled if ihe quality tjf the data cannot support the

calculation assumes all the current from the previous rays lies on the axis in an
infinitely long conductor. If the ray being calculated crosses the last preceding
ray, then the current from that ray is dropped. However, if the ray continues to
cross other rays, then the current from those rays is only dropped if the ray goes
below the minimum radius of a previous ray. If several rays cross, the results
are apt to he somewhat incorrect, depending of course, on how significant the
self-magnetic field is. Note that if the self-magnetic field is very significant, then
almost by definition, one is dealing ivrth a very iiitirn.w rcl&itvistic beam. This*

M * U I UTIUT i-xpaiibiom-

Whyri the. vetlt»r p o t e n t i a l i n p u t lias b(>««i. used, local

problem is generally belter suited to the paraxial ray approach, as rulvcd in the
i n t e r p o l a t i o n b u.sml in place of tlu* •.•xp&usum.
first cycle, in w h k h t h e s p a c e charge is offset by the rulf-magnetic fir Id directly,
R

rather than by the off-setting efTpcts of two larRe terms. For cases where the
beam is already relativistic in the gun, a new option allows the user to define a
velocity above which the direct cancellation of space charge by the self magnetic
Held is used instead of the normal separate terms. This permits the Child's Law
calculation to be used near the cathode and the paraxial calculation to be used
when the beam is at higher energy. This velocity level is given in units of v/c
using the parameter ZDOTEQ.

(L
1

w
In rectangular coordinates, the self-magnetic Re Id assumes symmetry about

u

the Y = 0, (R = 0} plane. If this is not corrett, or if for other reasons it is
desired to turn oft* the self-magnetic field, then an external field of strength sero
can be specified. In any case, in rectangular coordinates, the self-magnetic field
functions only if there is no external field in the PHI direction.
A single variable controls plotting. If this variable, MI is set to sero to reject
all plotting, then on the first and last cycles, every tenth point that would have
been plotted ie printed so that it may be hand plotted. Normal!' at least the last
cycle is plotted. Th* first cycle may also be plotted or one may e.-en plot every
cycle. All plots may include equipolential plots, cither separate or ov.vlaid with
the trajectory plots.

<j>
s
Figure 1 is an example of the graphic output showing a Pierce diode with
^
crjuipotential lines and trajectory paths. If there is an external magnetic field, £
u
then this field is also plotted, overlaid on the trajectory ploLs. A special option
w

allows one to choose a single trajectory, IPW for which the azimuthal position
PHI, is plotted as a function of Z,

Figure 1. The figure is the cornpiitrr drawn simulation of a Pierce diode. This
particular example was plotted on a dot-matrix printer using data sent directly
from the program, not using a screen dump routine.
3

3. POISSON EQUATION SOLVER

There are a pair of diagnostic plots; current density vs. radius and alpha
vs. radius. (Alpha = arctan dR dZ). These are plotted using the final data of
ihe last ryclo» so that the radius plotted ia the final ft coordinate. The current
density plot is constructed by creating ten bins in the space between R=0 and
the largest R value, and plotting the current that falls in each bin; the result can
l>e rather ragged even for a fairly uniform beam, unless many trajectories ire
used.

3.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The program contains subroutines which rend in data cards describing the
boundary conditions and calculate the coefficients of the finite difference equa
tions for each mesh point within the problem. The subroutine POISSN is then
called to generate the solution to Poisson's equation which match those bound

A diagnostic routine is called at the end of the program to calculate the emit-

ary conditions. The solution is found in terms of a set of points which form a

Lance using the so-called edge emittance which is four times the rim emittance.

mesh of identical squares. It is recognised that a provision for a rectangular mesh

Both the actuai emittance and the invariant or normalized emittance are calcu

(i.e., different horizontal and vertical spacing) would improve the utility of the

lated; tlio momentum of the first ray is used to define the beta-gamma product

program and it is planned to incorporate this feature as soon as possible. The

that is used to determine the normalized (.mittance.

potential is calculated for each intersection of the mesh. Figure 2 shows a small

If the plotting piTiaieler Mi ia denned as a negative number, the programs

section of the mesh.

interpret, this as a deliberate fatal boundary error. The program will then, plot
the boundary as well as provide all diagnostics of the boundary data. This is

a

a useful way to preview the boundary plot without spending time running the

«

a

entire program.

—

h

Figure 2. Section of mesh for solution of Poisson's equation.
In recLangular roordinaLc-s, Lite finite difference form of Poisson's ctjuiilion is

V, I V, 4 K,-t V

5

4V - (H1I.)
t

(3.1)

xvherr the V's refer to the numbered points in Fig. 1 and It.H. is Lhr value or the

straddle the boundary equal to enrh other. Thus a vertical Neumann boundary

right-hand side of Poisson's equation At point 4 when written in the form

in cylindrical coordinates has the form

W

= ,/,,

.

(3.2)

2Rf,,a + (R + l/2)Vj + {R - \/2)V - AJlV = R x [nil.)
t

All equations use the mesh space, h. as the basic unit, so h does not appear

t

(.1.5)

where the subscript 1 or 2 applies to the point inside the problem.

explicit!?.
For problems with cylindrical symmetry, the finite difference equation be
comes

The third type of boundary is the general Neumann boundary, i.e., one which
does not lie along a mesh line. It is always assumed that the normal derivative
is xero. The program has a provision for overriding the internally computed

RK, + RV, + (R + 1/2)1/, + [U - 1/Z)t' - 4RK, = R x (R.H.)
s

(3.3)

difference coefficients and it is feasible to hand calculate difference coefficients
for a general Neumann boundary. There is a derivation of these coefficients in

where R is the distance in roesh' unite from the axis of symmetry to the point at

Appendix II. However, in practical applications to electron optics problems, it is
only rarely necessary to go to such extremes.

4.

give the derivation of these difference liquations

A special c u e of general Neumann boundary which ean be handled easily h

and of the special equations at boundarres. Three types of boundaries are of

the 45" Neumann boundary. Alt that is required Is to specify each successive point

A number of references*

T

interest. A DirichEet boundary is that boundary on which the potential is known.

using the ordinary Neumann condition for both coordinates; I.e., both DELTAR

In an electrostatic problem, this would be an electrode fixed at a given potential.

and DELTAZ = 0. A tilted boundary that Is sufficiently far f om the area or

An ordinary Neumann boundary is one which lies coincident with the mesh and

most Interest can frequently be adequately approximated by a combination of

on which the normal derivative of the potential is known. In practice, the only

normal and 45 Neumann boundaries.

s

value of the normal derivative that is ever known is zero. Thus, for example, the
axis of symmetry of a cylindrical!)- symmetric device has the normal derivative

3.2

PROBLEM INPUT

equal to rero and is a Neumann boundary.
111 this section the rules for problem input will be described using an actual
However, tne axis of a cylindrical symmetry problem is a special case of which
the difference equation is

example and following through the process line by line. The new user is urged to
read this section carefully while the old user or reader trying to gain an overall

r, _ v, - H', - 6V, = {JUL)

(3.4)

familiarity with the program may well skip this section, lit this section especially,
no attempt will be made to be concise.

Thr <lifferenre equation for ordinary Neumann boundaries parallel to either axis

Condensed instructions for problem input arc maintained with the source

can lie derived from Eqs. (3 1), (.1.3) or (3.4) by setting the potentials which

listing and are intended to lie up-to-date. A copy of the current version of these

in

II

XI

1 i
^"Wri*?"*

instructions is printed in Appendix HI. The reader should follow the instructions
which are relevant to this discussion while studying the example.
Except for the TITLE, boundary' input, and r&y starting cards, all input to
Hi* program is by means of the NAMELIST option by which certain variables
are defined at the place in which the program expects them.
The definitions are by means of short defining statements, e.g., R U M % 60.
A given set of these statements may be placed on one card, but the number of
data cards used is unimportant. Each set of inputs U preceded by a designator,
e.g., &INPUT1. which must begia in column 2. Never use column 1 of any
NAMELIST card. The NAMELIST block is closed by an &EN0 entry. The
order of the entries is unimportant and not all parameters need to be included.
Reasonable default values have been assigned to all NAMELIST parameters,
especially for the rarely used ones for which the default value is usually designed
to cause the parameter to be ignored. Array elements can be defined with their
subscripts but it is usually preferable to give the name of the array followed by
a string of numbers separated by commas. All entries are spaced by commas; a
Tina) comma before the AcEND is optional.
Preparation for running a problem consists of making a suitable scale drawing
on graph paper. Figure 3 shows the region between cathode and grid for the
SLAC injection gun. Figure 4 is ihe line-by-line listing of the input data.
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Figure 3. Example of preparation to run a problem.
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Title anil Potential Card.
(TITLE) The first card of the data set is the title card. The content* of this
card will appear at various points in the printed output and na the title for the
plots. A line up to 80 characters long may he used with any alphanumeric string.

0
1«
37
3*
4*
BS
S*
ST

s*
n

t
1
3
4
10
14
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
14
13
12
S
0
0
0
10
26
2T
2T
2B
IT
13
11
13
11
10

4
60
4
4
u
4
si
4
S3
4
61
4
S3
0
* j
7
Tl
2
ri
TI
7
TI
2
7
TO
69
7
«9
7
41
7
40
7
I
39
2
22
0
2
0
0
a
0
0
z
SSI
4ISTUTS
STABT-'SfEEIE-.
1E.D

0.0
2.0
0.99
2.0
2.0
0.99
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
-0.99
-0.2
-O.T
-O.T
-O.T
2.0
0.99
0.9S
0.99
0.99
-0.2
2.0
-0.3
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

» s - T,

-0.99
-0,4
-0.1
-1.0

The second card is &INPUT1, starting in column 2.
The following remarks about array limits apply specifically to the current

-o.«
-OS

version of the program. Refer to the condensed set of instructions for array

-1.0
-0.4
-0.3
-0.4
-1.0

limits valid with the version that you have. It is suggested that most problems
should use about 5000 mesh points although there are occasions when much
smaller, or somewhat larger, numbers of mesh points are useful. It is virtually

2.0

always possible to break a problem up into sections that are not appreciably

-O.B
3.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
2.0

larger than about 5000 to 8000 mesh points. Present versions of the programs
do not "charge" for points between the upper boundary of a problem and ItLIM.
The third card is the potential card. It contains the basic Information for
setting up the program. Actually, any number or lines or cards can be used to

0.99
0.99

specify the data.

O.t
0.3
O.B
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.3
2.0

(RLIM) RLIM is the maximum siie of the problem area in the radial direc
tion. RLIM is a positive integer; the present limit is 100.
(ZLIM) ZLIM is the maximum size of the problem in the axial direction. A
larger than necessary value of 7.1.1M may affect the way the plots are seated. If an

*°

attempt is made to create a boundary which exceeds the limits ItLIM by ZLIM,

RAD-2S7. HKAI-37 S.

or goes negative, error messages are printed and the program will not attempt

UIUTIN-O.Ol.lUUaUY-40,

the solution of Poisson's equation. ZI.IM is a positive integer; the present limit is
300. The present limit for the total area is 11001 mesN points in the FORTRAN
program and 8001 in the C version.

.-OSTRAN dat.i prepared

tor

the problem shown

In Fig-

3,

(IAX) IAX specifics a depressed axis in cylindrical coordinates. U ran Ite used
for a hollow beam device or for a device that is really In rectangular coordinates
but for which it is desired '.o use some cylindrical features, su^h as Uie elliptic
IS

integral specification of the magnetic field. IAX is an integer with the default

tentials are permitted but it is preferable to avoid using them. Since a constant

value IAX=0.

can always be added to all potentials, it is possible to make the most negative

(POTNj POTN is the number of potentials which are to be read in. There
may be reasons to assign different numbers to parts of surfaces which axe at the
same potential. Normally the cathode will be potential number 1 and the anode
will be number 2. Usually the grid, if any, wilt be number 3. A focus electrode,
even if at Ci. Miode potential, should be assigned a different number to enable

potential zero. The reason for avoiding negative numbers is that space charge is
negative and some diagnostics of the output are simplified if there are no negative
potentials. On the other hand, certain problems have a symmetry that can be
quickly examined if a symmetry plane or surface is made to be zero by having
equal + and - potentials. Then negative potentials are certainly desirable.

the general cathode starting method to be applied. If an electrode, such as a

Note that it is acceptable to include potentials corresponding to potential

thin grid support, can intercept a trajectory, the ray may pass right through the

numbers which are not used by the problem. One reason for doing this is to get

electrode as If it w i s a thin ideal grR- if "\e focus electrode is given the potential

a desii.-u set of equipotential lines on the plotter output.

number 4, or 14, 24, etc., a trajectory will stop when within one mesh unit of

The program is intended to be run using engineering units. Thus potentials

the electrode. These numbered electrodes also stop equipoteatial lines that get

are in volts and magnetic fields are in gauss. If a problem does not use magnetic

close. Potential 5 is used for a- hollow cathode or a shadow grid and should not

fields or relativistic energies there is no reason not to scale the potentials. The

be used for the focus electrode. The present limit for POTN is 101.

perveance and running time will not be affected. However, there is also nothing

POTN is a positive integer for cylindrical symmetry.

gained by scaling. Of course, when a problem has heen run at one set of poten
tials, all the scaling rules «.f electron optics may be applied to avoid the cost of

POTN is a

gativi: integer for rectangular symmetry.

RECTANGULAR COORDINATES. The code to the program to switch to
rectangular coordinates is the sign of POTN. If POTN is negative, the program
assumis rectangular symmetry and a message: '"RECTANGULAR COORDI
NATES, PHI IS TRANSVERSE appears immcdialjy after the list of potentials.
POT([) The next numbers are the elements of the array of potentials. They
are read in order from 1 to POTN. Potentials are carried in double precision

running the problem again.
(MI) MI is a code number which determines the selection of plots.
If MI = 0 there are no plots generated. However, every tenth point of the
trajectories is printed for the first and last cycles. Refer to the condensed in
structions for a table showing the available options for MI.
MI is a positive integer or zero. If MI is negative it is interpreted as a
deliberate boundary error for help in debugging i'oundaries,

which aieans that up to 15 significant decimal figures can be used. Examples
of valid w a y s of punching 250 volts are as follows: 250.. 2 5 0 , 2.5E02, 2500E-

I, 2SO.0O0. Kor NAMELIST, thn list need consist only of VOT - (string or

TYME is used to make an internal check of how much time is heini^ used to
guard against running out of computer time, as specified on a J u i l card, just
'• sfore printing and plotting the results. TYME uses special m^hini language

potentials separated by commas).

^ubroUbines to measure actual use of CPU time which i? the parameter used to
l*OT(l) is an element of an array of floating point numbers.

determine JOB time and charge? :.t a multitask environment. This avoids gross

Negative potentials are indicated by a minus sign, e.g., -250. Negative po-

variations in time due to the presence of other jobs on the systci.-i. The subroutine
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must be supplied by non-Stanford users to suit their hardware or, alternatively,

lema without space charge. It it sometimes desired to converge to a batter

dummy subroutines may be used to defeat this feature. The program only tests

solution before doing any ray tracing.

for TYME once each cycle and determines that there is adequate lime left to do

2. XR is the matrix property called the "Spectral Radius" that Is used in

the extra plotting, etc., that is involved in the last cycle, based on the previous

stead of a relaxation constant in the Poisson solver. The default value is

cycle lime.

Xtt=0-OT3 (it must be less than 1.0) but ft r some small problems, a slightly

When time appears limited, the program cuts out intermediate cycles, with a

smaller value may cause the program to converge faster. It is not recom

note that; THERE IS NOT ENOUGH TIME T O DO THE SPECIFIED NUM

mended that users change XR unless they are prepared to experiment with

BER OF CYCLES. TYME does not need to correspond exactly to the Job card.

the effect that it ha* on the accuracy of convergence.

The user may wish to modify the value according to his experience, or disable
TYME entirely by setting it much larger than his JOB card time.

3. ERROR is the error limit multiplier; the default value is ERROR=l.o.
Smaller values tighten the error limit; typically it is incremented in steps

In a PC environment, TYME will cause the program to drop intermediate

of 10,0 or 0.1. This same pantostat is deSnad In feltWUTS. It can be

cycle*, with the abova message, but will not cause the program to be terminated

used together with PASS to modify the accuracy of the initial solution of

early. However, users should be careful to allow enough time, or watch the screen

Laplace's equation.

carefully to see that cycles are not skipped inadvertently.
LSTPOT = 1, t or 3 causes the program to print a table of the potentials of
all the mesh pouits. This is the most useful diagnostic available for the Poiason
solution and, when studied together with the equipotential plot, can show quite
subtle errors. The default value; LSTPOT <= 0, suppresses this output and thus
saves quite a lot of prifit\nf> if the same or a very similar boundary Is run many
times. The choices for LSTPOT cause the printing of the first (LAPLACE)
solution (LSTPOT = 1), or the last solution (LSTPOT = 2), or the solutions
from both the first and last cycles (LSTPOT = 3).

Magnetic Field Data
Electron optics calculations include the effects of any external magnetic llclds
that may be present. The input methods for magnetic fields have been greatly
revised and will be treated later in a special section. If there are external magnetic
fields then the input could occur at this point. The parameter MAGSEG signals
that segments of magnetic field dita will follow; one segment for MAGSEO =
1, etc. The namelist &INPUT2 is called MAGSEG times to read in segments,
which may be anything from constants to sixth order polynomial functions of Z.
Please note that this discussion is only included here to explain the &INPUT2

The parameter MACSEG controls two or the four possible ways of reading
in magnetic fields. The example case wilt be explained in the next section.
Three additional parameters have been added to the PC program to control
the solution of Poi&son's equation;

namelist data card in Fig. 4. It is grossly Incomplete as an explanation of the
magnetic field situation which will be found in an expanded form below.
The example problem contains a meaningless magnetic field inserted only as
an example. The magnetic Held plotted on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 shows

1. PASS is an integer controlling ihe number of passes made by the Poisson

an axial field starting at Z = 20 going from 0 to S00 gauss in 20 mesh units. A

soher for the initial solution The default value is PASS=2, but for prob-

sixth order expression is used by the program to lit the fields on any segment

l«
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of the axis. The data on the card are Zl and Z2, the limits of the range of the
segment being described; Z3, the origin for the segment being described, and
seven coefficients fur the equation:

Two types of boundaries are used: Dirichlet boundaries are those on which
the potential is known. Neumann boundaries are those on which the normal
derivative of the potential is known.
Dirichlet boundaries are used to represent metal surfaces. Neumann bound

BZA(Z)

= EOC{n][Z

- Z3)"~\

n = 1 to 7

(3.6)

aries represent gaps between surfaces and must be chosen so that the normal
component of the field is tero since that is the only value that is ever known in

Zl, Z2 and Z3 are integers. BC(n) is an element of a seven member real
array. The array has been initialized to zero.
The parameters Zl, Z2 and Z3 are read in by simple statements (Z2 = 100,
etc.) and are defaulted to -6, ZLfM+6 and 0, respectively. The coefficients, BC,
are read in as an array by BC = (string of coefficients separated by commas).
A second option, MACSEG = - 1 , allows the axial array to be read in directly.

practice. Thus the cathode is a Djrichlet boundary and the axis is a Neumann
boundary in a typical example. Neumann boundaries can meet at a corner.
For electrostatic, problems it has been found satisfactory to restrict Neumann
boundaries to lie along mesh lines. Dirichlet boundaries may have any shape
desired although the mesh spacing limits the resolution of the smallest detain)
which «*n be effectively used. Slanted Neumann boundaries are possible however,
and the input technique will be described later in this section.

See Section 4.4 for a description of this feature.
A boundary point is defined as any mesh point less than one mesh unit from
the boundary of the problem, but always within the boundary. The points on

Boundary Input

a Neumann boundary are always boundary points. The points on a Dirichlet
The main thing for a user of the program to learn is the technique and
conventions used to input boundary data. Since the primary application for the
program is for electrostatic optics, the terminology used will be appropriate to

boundary are never boundary points. This difference, which is inherent in the
formulation and not just a program convention, gives rise to a code to determine
which type boundary is being specified. Thus, if the distance from a point to a

that class of problem. Each line on the table in Fig. 4 represents one data card

boundary in tithcr the R or Z direction •« zero, Ihtn that boundary is defined as

for the problem in Fig. 3. The FORTRAN program uses fixed field input; three

a Neumann boundary.

integers followed by two Boating point numbers. The fixed field format requires
one card for each point. The C program uses Tree field input. It is still a good
idea to use one line for each point on the boundary.
The chief feature of the input routines is the ability to fill in for segments of
the problem that the programmer skipt This saves a great deal of labor since a
typical problem which uses perhaps 300 boundary points may be specified with
about iO cards. This (eclmique wilt lie called "lilting" in the description for the
ability of tin- program to fit a curve <o three specified d a t a points.
20

There are five entries on each boundary data card;
1. Potential number, integer, corresponds to the surface numbers denoting
elements of the array POT(I) described earlier.
2. R, integer, the value of the radial coordinate of the mesh at the boundary
point.
3. Z, integer, the value of Lhc axial coordinate of the mesh at the boundary
point.
i\

4. DELTAR, floating point, the distance from the mesh point to the boundary

mesh unit of the previous point, then a special procedure starts with the purpose

in the radial direction. "1ELTAR is negative if the boundary Interjects the

of determining and filling In the missing point or points. This procedure, referred

radial line at a point in the minus direction from the mesh point. If the

to as "filling," fits a second degree equation to the three boundary points defined

intersection is greater than one mesh unit from the boundary point then

by the two cards referred to shove and the immediately next card. The equation

the intersection I* not significant. Any number greater than 1.0 could be

is either of the forms

used but typically the distance is specified as 2.0 if it is greater than 1.0.
5. DELTAZ, Boating point, the distance from the mesh point to the boundary
in the Z or axial direction. The same rules as for DELTAR, above, apply.
In the case of a point on a Neumann boundary, the potential number is

R = AZ* + BZ + C, if SLOPE < 1.0

(3.7)

Z = A'Jt* + BfR + C, ir SLOPS > 1.0

(3.8)

or

not significant. IT the point is simultaneously within on* mesh unit of a Dirichlet
boundary, then the potential number is the number Tor that surface. Otherwise it
is customary to punch a tero for the potential number. It la important to realise
that a sero for the potential number is not the code number for i Neumann
boundary. Repeating, the code for a Afeumnnn boundary it a tero for DELTAR
if the homdarg if parallel to the axis. / / ffte boundary it a radial plane, then the

depending on whether StOPE = ABS[(3Z> 1) A + B| is less than or greater
than unity.
Use of fitting demands some care and understanding on the part of the userIt should not he used on curves with more than one curvature or on curves that

code it DBITAZ = 0.
A mesh point cannot simultaneously be a boundary point for two D'richlet

go through too large an angle, i.e., never more than 45*. Such curvaa should be

surfaces at different potentials. This is not usually a problem for the programmer.

treated as made up of segments or curves with a single curvature which can be

However, there can be situations when it is necessary to make some adjustment

defined by a second order equation of the typ£ j'.iven above. It is most useful on

in the problem to avoid a situation in which, either DELTAR or DELTAZ should

long straight or slightly curving segments.

have two values, or in which DELTAR and DELTAZ refer to two different tiurfaces
in which neither is a Neumann boundary.
Note that this also means that a single point cannot be a complete row or
a complete column. A column must have a top point and a bottom point, each

Three points always define a segment and if the third point is missing or goes
around a corner to another segment, the result will be chaotic.
The programmer must realize that each boundary point may actually define
two points on the surface at the intersections in the U and Z directions. If both

or which has a DELTAR between -1.0 and +1.0. Since one point cannot have

points d

both of these, one point cannot be a column. The same thing applies to f<-

Neumann Boundaries, the program will choose ths correct roint for each bound

However, the program applies tests for the columns only.

ary segment. This is a significant change from the older FORTRAN versions or

Boundary points must be defined in sequential order. Adjacent points must
be within one mesh unit in both R and Z. IF a boundary point is not within one
22

not lie on the same segment, as may happen at ihe junction of two

the program. It is no longer necesf jry to provide a data card for one axtra point
in each direction from the corner.
23

In the special, but quite common, case in which one of the surfaces at a
corner is a Neumann boundary, the potential number refers !o the conducting
boundary and the Neumann boundary is defined by an appropriate entry of 0.0
for cither DELTAR or DELTAZ. Beginners should clearly understand this; look
at the example for the first boundary point below to avoid a common mistake
that has frequently been observed in new users.
The boundary output listing shown on Fig. 5 will now be examined in detail
as an example. Notice that there are seven columns; POINT, CARD, POTEN
TIAL, R. 2, DELTAR, DELTAZ. The POINT colump Ujuat the point number.
The CARD column contains a sequential number if such a card exists; otherwise
it contains a zero. The remaining columns contain the identical data as are found
on the cud, or .he data resulting from fitting* It is useful to compare Figs. 3. 4
and 5 as the following discussion progresses.
Card number one: Potential number one, (cathode), R s= 0, Z = 1, (this is
the usual starting place}, DELTAR = 0.0, (code for Neumann boundary aloue;
the axis), DELTAZ =-0.99, (-1.0 could have been used but 1.0 for the DELTA
terms can result in some confusion for the fitting routine). The point R = 0, Z =
0 could also have been uied but it is risky to use -0,01, for example, for DELTAZ
because the curve could try to cross the 1=0 line before R = 1, thus resulting in
a point with two values J& DELTAR, 0.0 and some positive fraction. This would
also have the result of adding another column to the problem without increasingthe resolution or the actual area, thus resulting in a fractional slow down. Thus
<M» or 0.01)9 is frequently used for DELTAR or DELTAZ.

Figure 5 .

Program o u t p u t from rjie boundary s u c t i o n u s i n g Che datii from t i g .
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Card number two: POT = I, R = 16, 7. = 1, DELTAR = 2.0, DELTAZ =-

Card numbcrseventeen: POT = 0, tt = 66, Z = 0, DELTAR = 2.0, DELTA7,

0.4. Since R = 16 is more than one unit rram It = 0 o n c u d one, the automatic

= 0.0. This is a case where one might forget to skip a point and make It « 63

fitting routine will b? called. It will read the next card which must also be on

... don't. Also note especially the DELTAR = 2.0 ... there ia no surface in the

the cathode surface. The DELTA R = 2.0 indicates that the boundary does not

R direction for more than one mesh unit, even though the point lies rlsjht ou the

cross within one mesh unit in the R direction. Card number three: POT = 1, ft

Neumann boundary.

= 37, Z - 3, DELTAR = 0.99, DELTAZ = -0.1. Doth DELTAR and DELTAZ
refer to Oie same curve segment, so there is no ambiguity for the fitting. The

Card number eighteen: POT = 2, R = 71, Z = 0, DELTAR = 0,90, DELTAZ
= 0.0. Potential 2 is for the anode, which is the role played by the gun grid

coordinates of the points through which the curve will fit are: (r = 0, l = 0.01),

in this example. The 0.0 for DELTAZ signifies the vertical Neumann boundary.

(r = 16.0. « = 0.6) and (r = 37.99, i = 3.0). It will use Eq. (3.8) rather than

Note that this card is used to begin the next fitting segment.

Eq. (3.7) because the absolute value of the alone is greater than one.

Card number twenty: POT = 2, R = 71, % = 27, DELTAR = 0.99, DELTAZ

Card number Court POT = 4, R = 38, Z =4, DELTAR = 2.0, DELTAZ =

~ 2.0. This is an "extra* card inserted to avoid the corner ambiguity which

-1.0. Pot = 4 B used to permit the focus electrode, which this surface i», to be

would occur if the fitting program had to use the n u t card which points to two

distinguished from the cathode. The -1.0 for DELTAZ is inadvisable but works

different line segment* of the same surface. Actually, this data card is a vestige

on the first point of the set of three. No fitting since R and Z are 1 mesh unit

of an old data set; the extra card next to the corner b no longer required.

from those on card three.

Cards number twenty-one and twenty-two: POT = 2, R = 71 and R = 70,

Card number five: POT = 4, R = 48, Z = 10, DELTAR = 2.0, DELTAZ =
-0.8. This card causes the automatic fitting procedure to be called.

Z = 27, DELTAft = 0.99 and 0.2, and DELTAZ = 0.99. These two cards form
a short column to avoid a column of length one at the corner. Clearly they do
not agree with the design surface, but the location Is such that the discrepancy

Card number she: POT = 4, R = 55, Z = 15. DELTAR = 0.99, DELTAZ =

cannot affect the solution.

-0.6. This is the third card of the set and 6ts the straight section of the focus
The last three boundary cards define the Neumann segment on the axis.

electrode.

Note that the last card, POT = 0, R = 0, Z = 2, DELTAR = 0.0, DELTAZ •»
The next several cards define the boundary around the point on the focus

2.0, specific* the point Immediately adjacent to the first point, thus completely

electrode. The logic should be obvious by inspection. Fitting is used for the top

defining the boundary. The boundary must be completed in this way wrtheut

of the focus eiectrode.

ever repeating a boundary point.

Card number sixteen: POT = 4, R - 62. Z - 0, DELTAR = -0.7, DELTAZ

The next card, with 888 in the POT Held, or any other potential number

= 0.0. This card is interesting because it dpfinns the end of the segment to be fit

greater than POTN, terminates thr boundary Input, If this number is 099, special

along the top of the focus electrode ami the beginning of the Neumann segment

boundary conditions are expected to follow In the Input file, as explained belaw.

aiong 2 = 0 . Because of the Neumann condition (DELTAZ = 0.0) the program

If the:e are no special boundary points, then the next step for the program is to

recognizes the corner condition and fits to thr point (r = 61.3, t = 0.0.

calculate the difference equations and to perform some cheeks on the boundary

jr.
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data.

and that azimuthal deflections that would be caused by the radial wires are less
significant.

Special Boundary Conditions
Two kinds of grids are of interest:
A curved or slanted Neumann boundary, except for 45°, requires the gen
eral Neumann conditions as described in Appendix II. The special case of a 45°
Neumann boundary is correctly described if both DELTAR = 0 and DELTAZ =
0. General Neunarm and other boundary conditions such as dielectric surfaces,
may be put in as calculated values by overwriting tne difference equations calcu
lated by the program. The normal ending to the boundary data is by a potential
number greater than POTN. If 999 is used, the program will commence reading
cards containing It and 2; the coordinates of an existing boundary point, and
D l , D2, D3 and D5; the four coefficients of the difference equation for the point

1. Ideal grids that consist of a thin electrode, of any arbitrary shape, for which
both sides are defined using ordinary boundary definitions. Such grids are
"ideal" in the sense that there is no field penetration, hence no particle
deflections, and also no particle interception. Trajectories will pass directly
through thin grids because, in general, the. ray tracing routines attempt
to continue propagating a particle until the partial differentiation routine
can no longer calculate fields. There is always one iteration step which
crosses the boundary so that the particle finds itself on the other side of
the electrode.

(R,z).
2. The second type of grid is actually made up of individual wires, which as
It and Z are integers locating an existing boundary point. D l , D2, D3 and DS
are the real positive coemcients of the difference equation at (R,Z). Any number
of such cards may be used in any sequence, An R value greater than RLIM
terminates this input.

pointed out above, must extend in the PHI direction in either coordinate
system. In order to resolve individual wires, the mesh density must be
significantly finer than the grid spacing. Wires must lie on a mesh line in
order to be noticed by the boundary definition. It does not seem to matter

Dielectric materials may be simulated by special boundary values at the di

if the grid wires lie on a mesh node or simply lie on one mesh line. If on a

electric surface. The surface must have been defined as a boundary so that the

node, then four adjacent points become boundary points defining that grid

points exist in the data file. Usually this can be done with a simple straight

wire, while if only on a mesh line, then the two adjacent points define the

line of dummy boundary points, having DELTAR = DELTAZ = 2.0. The rules

wire. The closest meaningful grid spacing would occur if a grid wire lies

for this are summarized in the condensed instructions and will be explained in

on every second horizontal mesh line (for a vertical or nearly vertical grid).

Section 4.9.

This allows for some field to leak through the space between wires and for
some grid-induced particle deflection to occur. Obviously if the grid wires
arc spaced so closely that they have the same spacing as the mesh, then

Grids.
The program can handle electrode structures of remarkable complexity, in

the simulation results in the definition of the ideal grid describuil above.

cluding such arrangements as grids. Of course, in cylindrical symmetry, the grid

In defining grid wires, it can be necessary to define "dummy" boundary

fan consist only of a set of rings; the radial support wires do not apply. It can

paints in order to make the sequential definition of boundary points from a real

be shown that most of (.lie harm done to a beam by a grid is done by the rings.

boundary to a grid wire, or between wires, and back again. Dummy boundary

2a
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points consist simply of boundary points with both DELTAR and DE1.TAZ=2.0.

monitor screen, and shows how far the boundary has progressed. Sometimes this

It is possible to use boundary fitting for dummy boundaries; the rules are the

is enough t-j show where the error is, but if not, then the program output file

same as for Neumann boundaries, that is, the boundary line must lie on a mesh

can be called up to the terminal and I he progress can be charted to a particular

line. Internally the program will treat dummy boundary points as if they are

data point,

ordinary interior points, except that their difference coefficients are found in the
array with all the other boundary points. The boundary plots are apt to be

POUNDARY ERROR IN COLUMN XX

rather mi"ssy looking from such a grid structure. Usually the game in defining

if this message appears at the end of the boundary listing It indicates that

any boundary, especially a complex one with grids, is to do it with the fewest

the program checks have found an error. The program checks are based on the

r

number of points, hence the least amount o work.

requirement that eai:h column must have a top and a bottom. Since there can
be more than one segment to a column, the requirement translates.to mean that
there must be an even number of ends for each value of Z. An end Is defined by a

Boundary Diagnostics

DELTAR value between +1 and -1. Thus the programmer need only determine
If the input data are acceptable, the next message printed on the output

why there are not an even number of such points for the Indicated column.

is: SPECTRAL RADrtJS=0.995. The spectral radius is a constant used by the
program for the convergence of the solution of Poiss> o's equation.

Note that there are similar checks which could be made but aren't. Each
row must have two ends also, but no such check b> included. Also obviously a

BOUNDARY ERROR IN COLUMN XX

bottom end must have DELTAR between 0.0 and -1.0, not greater than 0.0. This

If this menace appears somewhere in the middle of the listing of boundary
data, it is a signal that the boundary data have exceeded the limits of the prob
lem, 0 < R < RLIM

and 0 < Z < ZLIM,

or that the boundary data have

and similar boundary mistakes are left to the programmer's care to prevent or
cornet.
CHECK BOUNDARY POINTS ....

exceeded the maximum number allowed which is presently 1101. Thus, this mes
sage appears if the boundary calculation goes into a loop. Loops usually result
from an error in boundary fitting as might be caused by omitting one of the three

The CHECK BOUNDARY POINTS messages are warnings that the diag
nostics has located an unusual condition. These may be perfectly correct points,
but the programmer should examine each such message and satisfy himself why

points of a line segment.

It has been singled out and that It It indeed correct, These checks are, for exam
The FORTRAN program will attempt to pick up the boundary computa.ion

ple, good at detecting sign errors on DELTAR and DELTAZ values. Sometimes

and complete the listing even after such an error has been found. However, the

adjacent boundary points have opposite signs, but not usually. The warning

problem will not attempt to run and there may be other errors caused by the

messages do not inhibit operation.

program in trying to interpret the rest of the boundary.

In the C version, all these diagnostic messages appear on the screen during

In the PC environment, the interactive nature of boundary input ia favored

execution and are also printed in the output listing. Programmers should check

by having the program stop immediately when this type of boundary error is

for the warning messages when any new or changed boundary is run for the first

found. The program makes a plot file which can be immediately plotted to the

time.
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the program to write a set of n equations in n unknowns for that column. A

BOUNDARY ERROR OR Ml NEGATIVE
If this message appears at the end of the boundary listing the programmer
must check for messages of the previous two types. If there are none, and he
has set Ml n-?g-" tive, then the boundary data have passed the program checks. It
is worthwhile for the programmer to look at the output carefully to catch other

column of the problem area denned simply by the value of 2, may have more
than one segment which must each meet the above definition of a "column.''
Each such column must have its proper ends. In the example problem, there are
two columns for each value of Z up t o and including Z — 14.

boundary errors. The programmer should also always endeavor to get at bast

When a column is solved, the adjacent columns are considered fixed. Alter

one plot including equipotential lines of any new geometry. Unsuspected errors

nate columns are solved so that on two passe* first the odd numbered columns

frequently become glaringly obvious on examination of a plot.

and then the even numbered columns are solved. After 50 iterations. (25 in the

The optional

printout or the table of potentials caused by LSTPOT > 0, should always be

C program) or less if the error criterion is satisfied, the calculation is stopped

used for a new or revised boundary configuration.

and a message is printed:
N = 5 1 , ERR = X.XXE - XX.

3.3

POISSON'S EQUATION SOLVER

This is the signal that after 50 iterations (the counter is already set to 51) the
After reading the boundary input, and before reading the starting conditions,

largest single change of a potential is ERR volts. The convergence criterion can be

the program makes the first solution of Poisson's equation (actually Laplace's

adjusted by using the parameter ERROR. The error criterion is automatically

equation at this point since there is no space charge, hence right-hand side (R.H.)

tightened by a factor of ten for the final cycle. Certain problems using large

equals zero). The description of the input data for the example will be interrupted

areas of Neumann boundaries, are subject to slow convergence so that the results

here Tor a brief description of the mechanic >f the solution of Poisson's equation.

may be incorrect. This can be remedied either by iterating for more cycles or

The program solves the complete set of equations for one column at a time.
Mathematically, a matrix for a column consists of a tridiagonal matrix which
must be solved (inverted) to find values for the potential of each of the points in
one column. To do this, the adjacent columns are assumed to contain "known*
values, and the end points are also "knowns." That is, cither the value is known
or. in the case of a Neumann boundary, the adjacent point is assumed to be
the same as the point being solved sincu the derivative is zero. The relaxation
method is known as the "semi-iterative Chebyshev" method and is described by
Varga.
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by giving the program a better starting distribution. The initialization of the
present versions of the. program are much superior to those in earler versions.
The FORTRAN program has had the same Improvements as have been installed
in the C program, and allow it to seek convergence in two sets of 25 iterative
passes each. Generally the iteration process is quite satisfactory and after 50
iterations the field is sufficiently determined to start ray tracing leading to the
inclusion of space charge.
If the Poisson solver detects that the solution is not converging it will stop
with a message, POISSON EQN FAILS TO CONVERGE. As a general rule, this

Kach colunni consists or two or more points, with upper and lower end points
bring Lound&ry points for which -1.0 < DEI.TAU < 1.0 Thus each column has
at tlif lop and bottom a rondil'um. either Neumann or Dtrichlet, that permits
J2

means there is a boundary error, but there are at least two situations in which
the user may have to try to fool the test:
1. If a drift tube or structure is simulated with little or no voltage on any
33

electrode, the injection o! s p u e charge may trigger the the convergence

<i. STARTING CONDITIONS

message. The cure is to specify a significant positive voltage in the POT
array. The potential docs not have to correspond to an clement of the array
that is actually used on the boundary.
2. The second condition under which this message may occur in if the Laplace
solution is very alow due to, for example, the large area of Neumann bound

After the first calculation of Poisson's equation, the program reads the start
ing conditions. The format is NAMELIST consisting or defining equstlons In
which the variable U named followed by an 'equal" sign and the value. Only
those variables that need to be altered from the default conditions need to be

ary noted above. The cure, if everything ebe appear* okay, is the same as
above; specify a potential that is, for example, ten times larger than the

specified. The sample problem demonstrates how little data needs to be specified
in many cases. Using the sample problem, the following remarks will illustrate

largest one in the problem.
After finishing the first cycle of Poisson's equation, a potential map, or

the technique. In Lhe rest of this section, a brief description will be given for each

POTLIST, is printed giving the potential (normalized to 100% of the maximum

of the options currently included in the program. Since other options can always

potential) for every point in the RMM by ZLIM space. Since this includes back

be added, the user must reTer to the comments in the program for the up-to-date

ground point* (point* behind the surfaces) one can usually trace the outline of

implementation.

the problem. The POTLIST b an exceptionally effective diagnostic device and
should always be studied for peculiarities. An error in boundary data may, for

The sample problem is coded as • spherical diode or Pierce gun. The card

example, leave a strange aero in the middle of the high potential part of a device,

with &INPUT5 signals that the namelist entries follows. The entry START =•

thereby greatly distorting the fields. When used together with the equipoten-

'SPHERE* direct* that the spherical diode conditions will be used. The entries

tia] plots, it is possible to pinpoint errors in a few minutes. The POTLIST is
suppressed by setting LSTPOT = 0 in &INPUT1.

RAD = 257 and UMAX • 37.S give the spherical radius and cathode radius
respectively.

UNITIN = 0.01 specifies that the scale of the problem Is 0.01

Inches/mesh unit. AH problem scaling Is in MKSA unit* so that UNITIN is
immediately converted to unit in meters. After reading these Items the program
prints a table of all the starting parameters.
The starting conditions arc described In the following Sections according to
function as follows:
4.1 Universal; apply to mote than one case,
4.2 Equipotcntial lines; controls equipotential plotting,
4.3 Plotting; plot controls,
J4

as

-1.4 Magnetic fields; Input and calculation parameters for magnetic fields,
4.5 General cathode; parameters controlling the general cathode option,

2

I = Kx V*l x 10°

4.6 Spherical cathode; parameters which specifically apply to the spherical
Here K is expressed in micropenis so that, for example, a micropcrveance

cathode option.

4.7 Card starting; parameters controlling the use of user specified starting

1.0 device operating at ltr* volts would have a current of 1.0 A. The entry XJCX
indicates that a decimal number is the expected value. When a single X is used, it

conditions,
4.8 Laplace starting; parameters controlling the use of the program for ap

implies that an integer is expected. The X's do not indicate the input format; the
number of significant figures is not restricted except by the computer hardware,

plications other than ray tracing.
4.9 Dielectric Boundaries; how dielectric materials can be included in the

and by the logic or the program.
PEJIVO normally controls only the pcrveance of the first cycle. However,

problem specification.

it may be "held" for »ny desired number of cycles by using HOLD = X. The
4.1

UNIVERSAL PARAMETERS

process by which the program determines perveance is to average the pervcance

For each starting parameter, there is a default value which will be the value

calculated for a given cycle with the perveance actually used in the preceding

used if it is not changed by the input. In the following discussions, the entries

cycle. The new averaged value is then used to determine the current per ray.

will be given as described by the program comments with the format;

The averaging process has proven very effective in quickly arriving at a stable

INSTRUCTION

DEFAULT. MAX

COMMENT

value. It has been so successful that it is frequently better to start with the

This will be followed by a discussion of the use of the parameter. The lines

averaging method than with a value "known* to be "correct" from experiment

in UPPER CASK are selected verbatim quotes from the Condensed Instructions

or from prior calculations. The default value PERVO =^ 0 is a code instruction

which appear in Appendix III. When a second number, separated by a comma,

which takes the value of perveance calculated for the LAPLAC& solution and

appears for the defauk value, it refers to the maximum allowed value, usually

simply divides it by two to arrive at the perveance for the first cycle. The new

d e t e r m i n e d by a r r a y lindLs.

user of the program is advised to use the default value until specific experiences

I ' f . l t V O -• X X X

PERVO

0

Z E R O LSEK L A P L A C E / '

P E R V O is 1.in initial v a l u e uf the p e r v e a n c e of the ueain for either the S T A K T

'SPHERE" or START KuiMatit K in the exptes;,um

GENERAL' methods, Perveancc is defined its the

lead hufl to try something else.
HOLD - X

HOLD •• 1

PERVO 'HOLDS' FOR HOLD PROLIRAM

CYCLES
HOLD - 2 or more causes the input value of PERVO to remain lint-hauled
.17

by the averaging process tor HOLD program cycles. There we some problems,

UNIT = X.XXX

particularly with very nonuniform cathode loading, where using HOLD helps

UNITIN = X.XXX

establish the necessary space charge environment for the process to stabilize. A
more frequent application is to simulate temperature limited emission conditions

UNIT = 0.001

METERS/MESH UNIT

(SEE UNIT)

INCHES/MESH UNIT

The default scale value Tor the program is 0.001 meters/mesh unit. II a value
is given for UNITIN (lnehe*/'"csh ""it)

l l , l i

value will be Immediately converted

by running the enLire problem with a fixed reduced perveance. Then, of course,

to meters. Except for problems using magnetic fields, the optics of an electron

BOLD must be at least as large as NS.

gun does not depend on the scale factor. All the standard rules of scaling in

P E = XJC

PE = 0.1

INITIAL ENERGY AT CATHODE IN EV

electron optics can be used once a, problem haa been solved.

PE is the incremental energy that is added to every trajectory 'o account for

LSTltH = X

LSTRII = 0

1F>0, PRINTS SPACE CHARGE MAP

the combined effect of work function poten tial and thermal energy. Like PERVO
This option is mostly used as a diagnostic for program debugging. It prints
and BOLD, PE is only used for starting with one of the Child's Law routines
a map of deposited space charge with the same format as the POTLST map or
for calculating the initial conditions. It is normally not necessary to have any
potentials.
Initial PE, but some small changes may be observed by varying it. It, » f

ew

|

D W

emission devices, it has been round essential to have some initial energy to avoid

ERROR = 1.0

MAXRAY = 27,101

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RAYS

If MAXRAY IS NEGATIVE, THE NUMBER OF RAYS=AUS(MAXRAY)

instabilities near the cathode.
ERROR = X.X

MAXRAY = XX

MULTIPLIES ERROR TEST

f '"cROR multiplies the built in error test by which the program determines
that ^n adequate solution of Poisson's equation has been reached. If the problem
is slow to converge, particularly ir there are large areas of Neumann boundary,
it may be necessary to reduce the allowed error, e.g., ERROR = 0.1, to get
the program to converge at all. Slow convergence is indicated ir each cycle only

MAXRAY determines the maximum number of eleetfan trajectories that can
be calculated. The arrays for trajectories have a limit of 101. The number of
rays used by START = 'GENERAL' or START = 'SPHERE' Is determined by
a program algorithm unless the value of MAXRAY Is negative. Within the limit
MAXRAY, the program tries to make the largest possible Integral number of
rays per mesh unit at the cathode.

iterates three times, print; N = 3. P^RR -• nnn. and calculates the trajectories.

STEP = 0.XX

On the last cycle, the error lest is reduced by a. factor of 10 from whatever level

STEP is the iteration step length for ray tracing. It must be less than 1.0

was set by the user. Some hints about eonvergenre problems will be found in

for the program to properly account for spacn charge, calculate magnetic fields,

a later ?r*ction. The ERR value returnc.l by Lhe program is the largest single

etc., when crossing a mesh line. The equations of motion arc time dependent,

change of any mesh point during the la.it iteiative cycle, in volts.

thus the jTOgram uses STEP to calculate step time from the velocity at the start

id

STEP = 0.8

MESH UNITS/STEP
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of the s t e p . Since the election can accelerate (luring a step, it m a y may actually

SPC*.X.X

go slightly farther than S T E P . T h e default value is about the largest that should

S P C SIMULATES PARAXIAL A P P R O X I M A T I O N O N FIRST CYCLE.

he used. If magnetic fields are present, S T E P shuuld usually be reduced at least

S P C IS T H E F R A C T I O N OF T H E R A D I A L F O R G E U S E D .

a factor of t w o . On the last c y c l e , S T E P is automatically reduced by a Factor
of t w o . Shortening, the step w e a n s more time will be required for a problem.
As a rule of t h u m b , the program spends roughly half of the t i m e with Poi&son's
equation and half with the ray tracing* T h u s reducing S T E P by a factor of two
could increase running time by a b o u t 25%.
t o solve the differential equation* of m o t i o n .

T h e I t u n g c - K u i t * m e t h o d is used
Because of the necessity to take

small s t e p s a n y w a y , and because of the time needed, the program does not use
any of the *predictor-corrector* techniques of verifying step length. Experience
h a s s h o w n t h a t errors due t o S T E P being l o o large, especially if magnetic fields
are included, become glaringly obvious when t h e plots are e x a m i n e d . T h e most

SPG^0.5

ESTIMATED SPACE CHARGE

S P C = I F O R F U L L E F F E C T , S P C = 0 F O R NO E F F E C T .
S P C determines t h e fraction of the ordinary radial electrostatic force that
will b e applied to t h e rays on the tint cycle. «n a device in which apace charge
forces play a strong part in the focusing, the external electrostatic Quids usually
have a strung radial focusing effect. If not o p p o s e d by space charge o n the lirat
cycle, these forces m a y cause the rays t o strongly over focus leading to a poor
initial distribution of t h e apace charge. T h e full contribution, S P C = 1.0, adds a
term to the radial equation of motion aUr.ulating all t h e current, of alt t h e rays
calculated, t o li6 in a conductor on the axis. T h u s it is assumed that the rays are
calculated in sequence starting with the ray nearest t o the axis. In the case of an

frequent effect is for a trajectory t o get too close t o the axis, violate conservation

electron gun calculation starting a t t h e c a t h o d e and extending infinitely in only

of angular m o m e n t u m in one s t e p , and fly out of the problem area with 0 > 1.0,

one direction, a better choice is S P C = 0 . 5 whicv attenuates the radial force by

where fi = v/c.

0.5. Further from the cathode, S P C - 0.5 la a lest logical choice, but the b e a m

An error message Is printed when a ray ends with 0 > 1.0. At

the very least, this is it signal to reduce S T E P in subsequent runs.
N'S = X

NS = 7

NUMUEJt OF P R O G R A M C Y C L E S

its lea a sensitive t o radial forces as it gains in energy. Empirically, it has been
found that S P C = 0.5 is a good choice for gun problems involving starting from

NS itaKnbs the number of program cycles to be mude. In the program, NL

the cathode. For other types of problems, the user should be aware of the fact

is Uied a* ilie running variable t o record the number of cycles left t o be run,

that S P C exists and c a n hi* changed. In rectangular c o o r d i n a t e ^ S P C simulates

Jmt.idlty NI. - i \ £ . The default valui: is usually acceptable unless the program

an infinite sheet of current on the axis. If t h e problem docs not involve Tullection

is h-Lviim trouble converging <>ii thr p«rve«inre. Fur the special case of no space

about the It - 0 plane, then there is a transverse force (which does ;ot depend

ihdrgf. it is advisable to slilf iiii' NS

on distance from the x-axis} which should be turned otf by S P C

- 2 t o Kaiti the insight afforded by I he

xrduiiiun of E R R O R and S T E P uti lln- lit...I ryrfe. For S T A R T
iSn ih Lh** Number of itini'^ th«l L.ijd.»iVs <-<pi*ui»i_ will be cycled

. 'LAPLACIS',

p

• 0.0. .Sinct

S P C only affects' the first iryde, the program wifl usually forgive any miauae of
it. MPC can be useful in arriving at a satisfactory solution uf one usually difficult
tl

i

piobiem, that of a long thin beam with maE$n'*.ic fields providing the focusing-

The SAVE = 1 parameter is put in the starting conditions of the lirst prnMnm,

This can be a difficult problem to get to atabiliie hecause of the poor aspect ratio

not the second one unless there is still to be a third problem, The data deck for

which frequently finds a large fraction of the beam within one or two mesh units

the second problem starts immediately srtnr the last data card of the first deck

of the axis. However, it is usually well represented by the paraxial approximation

with no control cards. The second deck Is complete in every respect inrludlng

so that a single cycle run, NS = 1, with SPC = 1, will frequently result in a good

title, potential, magnetic fields, etc., except that the boundary cards and the

solution. In this case one must be sure that STEP is smalt enough and that an

accompanying large potential number card are omiUcd. The potentials can be

adequate solution or Laplace's equation was attained.

changed between runs; if the largest potential is changed, the program will scale

PHtLIM = X.X

PH1LIM = 0.0

AZIMUTHAL LIMIT

all potentials in the potenti.nl map proportionately. Otherwise the program will

PHTLIM NE. 0 ENDS TRAJECTORY AT PHI .GT. PHILIM

start out just as if a cold start was being made, except that the old solution,

For special applications, it is possible to establish an orbit that would continue

including the last space charge array, is used aa a 'preload."

until the program is stopped. An example is an electron orbiting in a uniform

One example of the use of SAVE is to be able to trace rays with small

magnetic Geld. PHILIM has the units of PHI; radians in cylindrical coordinates

changes of either voltage or magnetic fields. Another use is in the case in which

and mesh unita in rectangular coordinates.

the Laplace solution is difficult to achieve because of extended lengths of Nou-

SAVE =1

SAVE = 0

SAVE = 1 SAVES BOUNDARIES

mann boundaries. In this case, it may Kelp to run the Bret part with START "

TO USE SAVE = I, OMIT BOUNDARY CARDS FROM NEXT PROBLEM

'LAPLACE' and SAVE = 1 and then do the ray tracing In the following problem.

SAVE = 1 is a signal to the program to expect a second problem run imme

This saves the time and expense of doing ray tracing in an incorrect potential

diately after the first problem, and that the second problem will use the same

distribution. This procedure is not normally required since the usual procedure

boundary conditions. Tt is always possible to run tandem problems although, at

allows the program to improve the solution on successive iterations as the space

most computet facilities, there is no particular incentive to .io so. Programs are

charge is entered. No'e that the PC program has input items In &INPUT1

usually run from load modules, or from a library of compiled subroutines to be

that allow the user lr. obtain a better solution of Laplace's equation using the

linked with very little expense, and separate problems can be run independently

parameters PASS and ERROR.

without the risk lhat a failure in the first problem will affect or knock out the sec

In older FORTRAN versions of EGUN, the special case of a pair of elec

ond one, However, in the case where successive problems use the same boundary

trodes separated by a l^ng length vi Neumann boundary parallel to the z-axis

conditions, considerable savings in effort and computer time can result by saving

causes special problems with convergence that might respond to the approach

ihj boundaries, which also saves the arrays of potentials and space charge.

using START = 'LAPLACE*. An alternative method, which is easier, is to intro4.1

ducc a few boundary points along the lop or bottom Neumann boundaries, with

followed by SAVF, - 2 in the second. SAVE = 3 simulates the repealed use of a

potential numbers. If the corresponding voltages, which must he entered in the

drift tube, periodic focusing section, etc.

potential list, represent approximate values for the potentials in the final solution
at that point, then the starting load to the program will be much better than the
normal starting load. Usually the starling loa»' is of very little significance, but

MASS = X.X

MASS = 0.0

MASS > 0 FOR IONS

MASS IS THE MASS TO CHARGE RATIO, 1.0 FOR PROTONS
USB NEGATIVE VALUES OF MASS FOR RAYS WITHOUT INERTIA;

in this special case it can be crucial. The special boundary points are exactly like
the usual Neumann points, except that the potential number is given and refers
to an appropriate element of the POT array. After the preload, the Neumann
points relax as usual and the potentials change accordingly.
In the newer versions of the program (both FORTRAN and C), a better builtin preload routine senses the desired potentials at the left and right hand ends
of each row, or row segment, and linearly interpolates the staring potentials.
In a problem with Neumann boundaries at one end of a row, and large areas
of Neumann surface in general, it may still be sometimes useful to employ the

LIKE IN MOLASSES, CAN BE USED FOR MAGNETIC FLUX LINES
OR ELECTRIC FIELD LINES.
MASS is used to signal the program that particles other than electrons are
to be followed. The units are in 1836 electron masses, so that a proton would
be l.Q and a doubly ionized tritium ion would be 3/2 = 1.5, for example. The
Child's Law routines for starling still function. Note that the intrinsic charge
built into the program b negative. Ion problems are normally run as if charge is
negative, although negative current (positive charges) are permitted for START
— 'CARDS'. See the discussion about multiple species with different masses in

» hove strategy.

the section on START='CARDS\
SAVE - 2

SAVT: = 0

USES FINAL DATA
AV = X

FROM PREVIOUS RUN TO START THIS RUN.
USE ONLY WHEN START = 'CARDS'.

AV = 0

AVR = X.X

SPACE CHARCE AVERAGES LAST AV CYCLES

AVR = 1.9

WEIGHT OF SPACE CHARGE

IN PRECEDING PROGRAM CYCLE FOR AV.

SAVE = 2 allows consecutive runs to use Lhc final condition? of a preceding

AV and AVR are companion pararnelcrs to help improve stability by aver

problem as the initial conditions of the succeeding problem. Necessary scaling

aging the contribution of space charge over successive cycles. It should not be

and positioning adjustments are made ,is described under START -- 'CARDS',

confused with the different process of emission averaging. In fact, to keep the

below. The SAVE - 2 goes ill A INPUTS of the second run.

emission averaging and space charge averaging from alfccting each oilier, it is

2 in o n e problem is possible and is

suKltesled thai AV be small enough s o that the emission averaging is essentially

signaled by SAVE - 3. Ii is more roiiiuimi m use SAVE - 1 on the first problem

complete before space charge averaging starts. Note that AV is for the iasl AV

T h e dual u s e of S A V E -

I and SAVE

tt

AS

cycles, e.g.. if NS = 7 and AV = 3. then only cycles 5, 6 and 7 are averaged.

fields, earth's field, etc., can be calculated. Note that a cylindrical beam in a

However, this may have a very small effect since the trajectory calculations of

rectangular coordinate geometry, including transverse field and space charge, can

cycle 5 are not affected and the space charge determined by the cycle 7 is never

be simulated as described below.

used (since then is no cycle 8). Thru the effect of averaging i( only observed Tor
AV-1 cycles. AVR determines the weight of the previous cycle such that with
AVR = 1.0, the space charge from the previous cycle is weighted equally with
the present cycle. AVR can have any value, 0 «: AVR < oo.
Experience with averaging has shown the effect to be less dramatic than

MACMLT = X.X

MAGMI.T = 1.0

MULTIPLIES BZA ARRAY

MAGMLT multiplies the entire BZA( ) array after it has been read in or
calculated internally. It also multiplies the entire vector potential array if that
option is used. It can be thought of as a knob on all the magnetic field generating
power supplies.

one might anticipate. A poorly designed gun, with strong spherical aberrations
IPBP =. Kl, K2....K6

IPBP= 0 UP TO SIX RAY NUMJ1ERS

and resulting crossovers, is likely to be unstable and converge poorly even with
averaging. Also, application of averaging to relativists high intensity beams
does not do much to wive the inherent difficulty caused by the fact that the

FOR POINT-BY-POINT PRINTOUT:
K, RIIO, ZETA. ROOT, ZDOT, TDOT. PHI, DR. DZ, STEP, nPHl

self-magnetic field forces nearly cancel the space charge forces. With the two-

In special situations, especially when program behavior la not as expected,

cycle format of the program (i.e., space charge from the previous cycle a n ! self-

it la useful to be able to print out every Iterative step. This feature operates on

Gelds from the present cycle) the program has difficulty converging on long beam

the laal program cycle. Thus if for example » bug la stopping the program in

transport problems. The solution to this situ?uion is frequently to use the first

the first cy.;te, it is necessary to set NS « 1 and aet IPBP = (the number of the

cycle only with the paraxial approximation and SPC = 1.0 as described above.

trajectory at question). Note that it is possible to generate a great deal of paper

Even better in many cases, U the new feature using the parameter ZDOTEQ,

this way. In some cases, one might rather have other Items printed than those In

described below.

the above list. It is a simple change to substitute ER, EZ, etc., for BR, BZ, for

DEND = X X

BEND = 0.0

MAGNETIC BENDING FIELD IN

GAl.'SS IN THE DIRECTION NORMAL TO THE R-Z PLANE FOR
A X I A L L Y SYMMETRIC PROBLEMS. FIELD MUST BE UNIFORM.
This Oature is most, useful for prohlems with little or no space charge, and is

example.
ZEND = X.X

ZEND = 1000.0

EXACT END OF TRAJECTORY

CAUTION: IF ZEND IS NOT TUB RIGHT-HAND BOUNDARY, THE
SPACE CHARGE DISTRimiTlON MAY HE INCORRECT.

intended -,o simulate "flevts of stray magnetic firWs. Various types of photo tubes

Normally a trajectory is calculated until the program can nc longer determine

havp tiRhi tolcrantc for transverse magnetic ftclu effects. Residual transverse

the electric fields. Thus the trajectories usually go up to one-half mesh unit
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beyond the boundaries. In special situations, such a* high-resolution photo tubes,

Any change of space charge forces must preserve that purpose. The EBQ mode

this makes exact interpretation of the results difficult. Setting ZEND to a specific

test is made on every time step or every particle, checking that velocity, ZDOT,

value causes the program to back up to this value when a trajectory pasaos

does not exceed the lev<:i SDOT3Q. If it does, then for that trajectory, in only

through this value of zeta. This feature can be useful when a particle is still

that part where 7,DOT> ZDOTEQ, the self magnetic field field is set to zero and

being accelerated as it strikes the end wall of a device. The acceleration into

the space ch^g* deposited is reduced. The intent of this is to solve the problem

metal causes the final energy to be higher than is physically possible, but the

of thin relativistic beams, and also to still function in an electron gun if the value

ZEND option can stop the ray at the surface.

ZDOTEQ is carefully chosen. The idea is to set ZDOTEQ to a value appropriate

VION = X.X

VlON=-l&8

LOWEST POTENTIAL PERMITTED

USE VION TO SIMULATE SPACE CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION.
Space charge depression can be reduced In a real device by positive ions in an
electron beam or by electron clouds in an ion beam. Since the program normally
runs with negative charges, the above cases both result in negative space charge

to the drift tube, (see the final printout column for values of ZDOT), wl ere the
Longitudinal electric fields become negligible and the transverse focusing becomes
a balance of forces between self magnetic fields and space charge. Users should
consider this feature as a knob to experiment with.
4.2

EQUIPOTENTUL PLOTS

depression. If it is desired to limit the depression, VION can be set to the lowest
depressed potential that is desired. The default value is intended to be low
enough so that il will never inadvertently disturb a practical problem.
ZDOTEQ-0.1-I.0

ZDOTEQ=1.0

LEVEL TO ENTER EBQ MODE

INPUT FOR EQUIPOTENTUL PLOTS,
The instructions list the parameters which may be used to control the output
of the equipotential lines.

The EJiQ mode is a new EON feature whjrh allows the program to operate

If the plot control parameter MI, on the potential -:ard, has been set to

in tin* mode in which self magnetic fit-Id is accounted for by reducing the apace

A/7 < 6, then the subroutines which draw equipotential lines will be called at

rh*rg«' by a factor [I- ZDOT'ZDOT), where ZDOT=v,/c. The choice of the

the appropriate times, if the entire problem is at one potential, it is usually

nam** EDQ comes from the program <>f that name wiitlcn l>y Art Paul of I.LNL.

better not to call for equipotential plots.

1\CT* f*( KCN who have found instabilities with long, thin scmi-relativistic beams

The method used in the program to find the equir otentiul lines consists of

*h»ul'l find setting ZDO'J'KQ at a velocity level below tli^t of their beam, should

first finding a starting point for the potential to be followed, and then following

Hivi' iiu|>rovfi| results. Some i-xplanaljon ul why tliis feature is su special, and

a line of constant potential from that point. This does not guarantee that ovary

uh,U UKA 10 loii». rua> ho useful. The primary purpose of this program is gun

paint of that potential will necessarily be found and plotted. If POT [2) / U, the

ih'MjM. rinMnme. finding the spjo:. h-irge limited current and optics from a gun.

program rlways draws the equipotential line for V - bx POT (2) where b —

•lo

•ID

!>

O.Oi. 0.15, 0.25. Q.,35, ... 0.95. Also if POT |3)?i 0, the program draws lines for
V = bx POT (3) where b = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. 0.8, 1.0. Normally the lines are started
at the points on the axis which arc at that potential. The expectation is that

EQST give, the density „f

r

p o i n t s

or

t h e

e q u l p o t e n l i a |

,

p

^

n l 5

^

^

length of a line is given by the ratio LM/EQST. If EQST i, too small (step, too
long), fine detail may be smoothed over.

POT (2) trill be used for the anode and POT (3) will be used for the grid, if any.
ALSO APPLIED TO GENERAL CATHODE

If, for example, one is designing a gridded gun to be operated at V(j = 0.01 V ,
A

This footnote warns that the starting su.facc for the GENERAL CATHODE

then, by first designing the gun as a diode, and plotting POT (3) at 0.01 POT
(2), one gets the ideal contour for the grid to be electrically invisible.

routine i. generated jus, like an ecuipotential {but i,

B o l

p l o U c d

,, ,

n d

,„„,

the parameter, EQLN and EQST m „ determine the accuracy of the starting
EQUIPR = X X

EQUIPR = 0.0

R-FNTERSECT. FOR EQUIP. LINES

EQLTFR is the radius or the line along which the program hunts for the

.urface. I, y

p r i m

a | y for this application that EQLN and EQST are made
r i

variable parameters.

potentials which are to be plotted. It sometimes happens, particularly in rectan
gular coordinates, that the equipotential lines do not intersect the z-axia, (R =

IZ1 = X, IZ2 = X, IZS = X

O line). EQUIPR lets the programmer indicate along which horizontal line the

EXTRA SqUIPOTEPTIALS AT THE INDICATED VALUES OF Z.
IZI and IZ2 are the end point, of . | | „ segment, at EQUIPR. , , g which

program should look for the starting points.

e

.ome extra equipotenlial |
LM = XXX

LM = 303

IZI = o. IZ2 = . . . IZS = ,«,,

i n e

,

w i M

b e

,

t w

.

l e d

o n

T

h

,

|

I

n

-

w f f l

^ ^

b e

^ ^

LENGTH OF EQUIPOTENTIALS

LM is the array limit for the points to be plotted for any one equipolential. If

by IZS. Instead of by voltage, so that th.i, density will
The default value, 1Z2 = - 1 , t

u r n s

n o

,

m

«

a n

field gradient.

this device ofT.

a line simply stops in midstream, it may be desired to increase LM. Note that sur
faces with POT(4), 14, 24, etc., which stop trajectories, also cause equipotentials

4.3

PLOTTING

CONTROLS

to stop wnen they get near one of these potentials.
EQLN = 0 to 20

EQLN = 1

NO. OF CORRECTIONS

EQI.N controls the iterative corrections made a* each point is found along
the cqtjipotential line These corrections prevent the lines from deviating From
sh-trph cuning equipotential line?. The default value. EQLN = 1, is usually

SCALE = -YES' S C A L E - "

'YES'=D1FFERENT X,Y SCALES

SCALE = 'YES' allows the axis routines to adjust both the X and Y scales to
take maximum advantage or the sire of the paper. The default value constrain,
the axis to have the same scale facto, in both directions, thus preserving the
actual proportion,. U»in SCALiJ = 'YES' allows the p , , ,„ ,

adequate.

R

o t

between trajectories in problems with low height/length ratios.
EQST -r X

F.QST = 2

STEPS PER MESH UNIT

SX --- > X

SX - 22

MAX. 1IORIZ. PLOT LENGTH

l l o w

m o r 0

d o U i l

- \ -= XX SY = 9

MAX VERTICAL PLOT HEIGHT

The default values are SX=8.5, SY=6 for the EGN87c program. SX and SY

3. Magnetic fields in Rectangular Coordinates.
Magnetic Field Input

control the area for «ach picture. The dimensions are given in inches. SX can be
In the present implementation or the program, there are five methods of

adjusted to suit the length of a given problem.

inputting magnetic field data:
H o i data gcaerated by the program are stored on an external file (disk) in
a format very similar to that normally used as input to the software supplied
with CALCGMP plotters. A separate job, or second job step, can then be run
to generate the plots. A simple program is printed in the program to convert
thi^c data to make CALCOMP plots. Other plotter software such on that used
a Stanford can be programmed by making the appropriate calls to the local
subroutines. With the changes that resulted in the above system, a programmer
<u it' other installation docs nut need to search for plotting commands within
the electron trajectory program. Conversion to local software is usually quite

1. By reading in the field on the axk using polynomial expansion.
" By reading the full array fields on the axis, presumably as found by using
another computer program.
3. By leading in vector potential data from the output of a two-dimensional
magnet design program suih as TRIM or POlSSON.
4. By specifying ideal coils (radius, position and strength). The roils, which
can be wires If in Rectangular coordinates, are then used to find the array
of fields on the axis.

simplified.
5. The coils, as noted *bove can be used with built-in elliptic integral rou
T

For the PC program, a spreial set of plotting routines is supplied with the
program. H the C program is to be used on something besides a PC, then an
.Wii file is generated which can be read by another plotting routine.
I. I

tines to calculate fields that are valid anywhere, including very near to, or
at higher radius than, the coils. The elliptic integrals can only be used in
cylindrical symmetry, but this method has been used with a very large de
pressed axis, IAX, which is equivalent to bein^ in Rectangular coordinates.

M A G N E T I C KlELlai

Miguel ic tit-Ids play a vital n»U* in steering and focusing many kinds of el«c-

Description of Axial Magnetic_Field

1

tr<- .1 i»«'.im (Ifvicva. Tin, capabilities and limiialinn* of the magnetic field implc-

1

1

The data cards for an axial magnetic field are put in bvfwrt i' . tmnndary

i;-« "i^'.ifwi in ilir program will \*v desiriUed in this sec* ion. The following :imas

data. The format was briefly described in Section 3.2. The input data for the

M. : :..• d i ^ i n - M - d

polynomial method consist of MAGSDCi segments of data including: ''/,{' lo
1

I

^l.igneu*. 1 i< Ul l i i p u i

(,i) ;i.\ial, ( b | hlr.iJ i*iiU (<•) v w t o i p o t e n t i a l d a t a ;

.'

0:i-.i>.i - Nf'M t v|-.tci'it(Mi-. i n l > lihtlrii .tl C o n r i t i i i a f i->>.

t

'Z2' wi(h origin at 'Z3* (three integers) and an array HC iuu>i5tm£ of the s»oveii
corfPu iiuils, ]V/, U|, U2,... 110; for I. ho expression;
t

t

*

axially symmetric permanent magnet wiil ba taken on the ix<s. The data can
1

B = BZ ¥ B\ « DZ - B-. * DZ' > ... r « 6 * 0Z",

then be smoothed by a polynomial least squares fitting program and the insulting
coefficients read into the program. Alternatively, a field may be designated by

where DZ = Z - Z3. For the sixth order expansion, the field must start six units

the irser as in the example problem, segmented into short lengths of quadratic or

behind the cathode or starting point, and go six units past ZLIM.

linear dependence, and read in to the program. Either method will usually give

The \AMELI5T &fNPUTl includes the parameter MAGSEC which deter
mines how many segments are to be read, each with stINPUT2 and &END cards.

a good representation of the Bclds on the axis. The difficulties arise when the
program needs to calculate the off-axis fields. These will be described below.

Each segment consists of the data for Zl, Z2 and Z3 followed by the array BC in

A separate provision allows one to read in the BZA array directly. Note that

N AMELIST format. The example of the problem input in Fig. 4 shows how this

this array starts with BZA(l) at Z = -6 and goes to BZA(ZLIM + 13) ml Z

data is formatted. Zl and Z2 are the end points of a line segment on the axis,

= ZLIM + 6. The program switches to this mod* by having MAGSEC < 0,

where (Zl < Z2) in the range -6 < Zl, Z2 < ZLIM + 6. tt is necessary to permit

i.e., if MAGSEC = -1, then a different NAMELIST, &INFUT3. is called to read

Gelds to be described beyond the ends of the problem in order that the off-axis

the array BZA(). If measured and/or plotted data are used, note especially the

fields can be calculated at the ends of the problem. Z3 is the local origin Tor the

inherent risks in expanding such data for the off-axis field components. This

polynomial expansion in powers of DZ = Z - Z3. Having a local origin simplifies

format lends Itself readily to computer calculated output, properly edited, and

the input of, for example, a straight line which docs not go through (0,0). As

with up to IS effective decimal digits. With an appropriate computer model, for

many of the coefficients BZ, B l , etc., can be used as are necessary, simply by

example, for a set of solenoid coils, this is the most general accurate way to put

setting the remaining ones to zero.

in fields. See the book by Montgomery for a complete treatment of solenoid

In cylindrical coordinates, the field must be in the axial direction, tn rectan

9

design.

gular coordinates, the default direction for the magnetic field is in the direction

In many cases, a set of ideal point coils can be defined to generate the fields.

normal to the plane of the plot, i.e., in the PHI direction, where PHI is the

The data consists of radius, ?.-position and strength of tip to 101 coils. The

orthogonal linear coordinate to R and Z, or in the It [vertical) direction.

position docs not have to be within the HL1M by ZLIM area, and in fact, probably

With the above format, data can be entered with any degree of polynomial

should not be. Unless it is planned to use the elliptic integral routines, described

up in 6. Caution is otivised if tht data handling if Hnne in the following typical

below, the off axis expansions break down if magnetic elements lie within the area

style. The data may be divided into segments ranging from a point at a time

of the expansion, The data for ideal coils are read in as part of the & INPUTS

to tho whole length of the problem. Typically, magnetic measurements of an

starting conditions.
55

The starting conditions pertaining to magnetic fields are as Follows:
MAGNETIC FIELDS METHOD 1: READ IN AXIAL FIELD IN &INPUT2
H MAG = X.X

RMAG = RL1M/2

VAGORD - 2,4

MAGORD = S

OFF-AXIS MAG FIELD LISTING
HIGHEST ORDER FIELD TERM

quadrupole symmetry in rectangular coordinates as viewed end-on to the beam.
If MAGORD< - 2 , the rectangular coordinate magnetic field, on the axis, is in
the Z direction.
Another way of defining the axial magnetic field, is to define a set of NMAG

IF MAGORD--— 1 or - 2 , FOR RECTANGULAR COORDINATES, BZA IS IN

ideal coils. In rectangular coordinates, the ideal coils are treated as straight

THE R DIRECTION AND THE OFF-AXIS EXPANSION IS A FUNCTION

wires.

OF R.

NMAG = X NMAG = 0 , 1 0 1

NO. OF IDEAL COILS.

IF MAC:OItl>< - 2 FCR RECTANGULAR COORDINATES, BZA IS IN THE

NELL = 1

NELL = 0

=1 FOR ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS

Z DIRECTION AND THE EXPANSION IS ALSO A FUNCTION OF R.

CH(I) = X X

CR(i) = RLIM

RADIUS OF COIL (MESH UNITS)

CZ(I) = X.X

CZ(]) = 0.0

AXIAL POSITION OF COIL

CM(1) = X.X

CM(I) = 0.0

CURRENT IN AMPERE TURNS

RMAG is used only by an output routine that prints the axial and radial
components of the magnetic field at the radius RMAG. The default value is chosen
to be typical of the maximum radius of the beam, but it should be adjusted to

ONLY THE NELL=0 CASE CAN DE USED FOR STRAIGHT WIItES IN

suit the problem. For a pencil beam, a good value for RMAG is the expected

RECT. COORD.

average beam radius (in mesh units). This printout is a useful diagnostic device
to chi-ck on unrealistic off-axis components that can result if the inputs have

When the ideal coils are used, the fields on the axis are calculated using the
equation

discontinuities in one of the higher derivatives.
MAGOUD is the highest order term, in powers of R, that will be used to
r.ilrulatc ofT-axis fields. It is not related to the power of t'.e polynomial input,

J

D(AXIS) = 0.2*CM(I) C R ( ! ) / ( ( Z - CZ(l))* + CR[])'f>"-, GAUSS

(4.1)

I su„ily MAOORI) has one of the values, 2, -i or 6. If MAGORD is higher
than warruntrd l,y ihr quality of the data, particularly if data from magnetic
iin'.iiuri'iiH it.

,:r iiicd, then ilie olT-axis fluids may be just plain nonsense.

where I is coil number, e.g., CZ(2) -^ 20.0 mesh units.
NMAG is the number of ideal circular loops, centered on the axis and lying

"J, (rvi lanj:ular coordinates only), the array BZA(),

in planes perpendicular to the axis. NMAG may have any positive integer value,

"•ii the Z ayis, N uikeii li; i.f id (lie It dinvlion. OH axis expansions, in pow-

but practical field shapes can usually be represented by tm\y 10-20 roils. The

<T* of It, are used to ftciHTAU' thf off axis fields.

array limit is 101 coils. Each coil is described by three parameters:

It M.W'.OIU)

i ui

sti

This case is suitable for
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CR(I)

-

radius of coil (mesh units)

value of n in Z ± n, the range used to find the field at Z, at any radius. The

CZ(I)

=

axial position of coil

range Z ± 6 requires that the fields be specified beyond the limits of the problem

CM(I)

=

ampere-turns

from Z = -6 to Z = ZLIM -t 6.

where I

=

1 to NMAG

The index is not related to the strength or position of the coils. Some methods

To sixth order, the field expansions arc;"

of obtaining CR ai.J CM values that will St a desired Geld are discussed by
10

Vaughn. Al SLAC, a favorite way of putting the output from POISSON Into
EGUN or the PIC code MASK Li to 6t the axial field found by POISSON. by a

0. = B,[Z) -

i

%

ti (#BldZ

t

4

- d B/dz

• R'fK

+ fB/dz'

. R*fS7l>)/4

(1.2)

- d BJdZ> • R ' / B + d'B/d** • 7i'/l02)/2

(4.3)

least squares routine, to the strengths or a set of coils.
All CR() nluea must be positive (not tero, or a lero divide will occur); CR
is not restricted to be within RLTM, but may have any any positive value. R
need not be an Integer. The CR values should be larger than the beam radius to
avoid strong local non-uniformities.

O, = -R[dBldZ

3

By specifying MAGORD = 2 or MAGORD = *, the derivatives higher than
MAGORD are set to zero. This results In a leu accurate expansion, If the original

CZ() values may be positive, negative or icro, integer or decimal, and are not

data are worthy of the high order differences. If they are not, then the result of the

restricted by ZLIM. The prop-am calculates the Field only within the working

lower order expansion is apt to be far more acceptable. Generally, measured data,

space RLtM by ZLIM, but the coils may be inside or outside this space.

no matter how smoothed, are only worthy of second order expansion. Synthesized
data from an ideal curve, if there is only one segment, can generally be expanded

CM() values are unrestricted.

to fourth order. Ideal ceil data can be expanded to sixth order. Note, however,
All the coil data are entered in the &INPUT5 NAMELIST block.

that it is virtually impossible to use the full sixth order expansion with either
measured data or arbitrary polynomials, especially if more than one segment is

Off-Axis Field Expansions
The input methods described above result in an nrray of fields from Z — -6

to be fit together, without running the risk of having a very vnphystcal result.

to Z = ZLIM - 6- The array is for the axial field and is in double precision.

The off-axi> fields generated by poor modela, or ones with Insufficient accuracy,

With this number of significant figures, it is possible to Ret meaningful results for

are apt to show very wild fluctuations with extremely large peak values.

finite differences up to the sixth difference, which is necessary Tor the sixth order
derivatives used to find ihe off-axis fields. Each difference requires one larger

Rectangular Coordinate Expansions
In rectangular coordinate?, the usual expansion is normal to tl.e plane of the
paper. The central plane, with coordinate PHI = 0, can be thought of as the

5fl
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median p l a n e of a magnet w h o s e pole race is normal to the z-axis, i.e., d B / d R =

erwise, with N E L L = 0 , the ray tracing uses the off axis expansions- The elliptic
integral fields are valid in all space so that certain problems can be solved this

0.

way that cannot be solved by a n off axis expansion. For e x a m p l e , a b e a m being

T h e off-median plane e x p a n s i o n is

de/ocused by being deliberately steered outside of a solenoid, as in the .Russian
device called a gtrotron. T h e cost i s t h a t the elliptic functions take quit a lot
Bpm - B {Z)
Pfn

- PUP - d'B/d2

3

(4.4)
more time to run the problem. The time is proportional t o the number of coils so
if the number is small, aa in a pair of Helmholte coils, the t i m e is quite acceptable.

B

z

= PHidBfdZ

(4.5)

T h e alternative expansion has the median plane lying normal t o the R-Z
plane, a t R — 0 . T h e off-axis expansion is then in the R direction. T h e fields
otk t h e a x i s can b e c a n b e either in the R or Z direction. ( N o t e that R, Z and

Inputting Vector Potential D a t a
In A I N P U T 1 , the option INTPA = . T R U E . , calls for & I N P U T A to be called
next. T h e condensed instructions are:
&INPUTA

(TO INPUT VECTOR POTENTIAL DATA)

I ' l l ! in t h i s discussion are Y , X and Z, respectively, in mnet usual rectangular

RRO=X.X

RRO=0.0

P O S I T I O N O F F I R S T E L E M E N T O F A()

c o o r d i n a t e designations.)

ZZO^X.X

ZZO=0.0

RELATIVE T O ORIGIN O F GUN P R O B ,

DELR=X.X

DELR=a.O

I N C R E M E N T IN R ( C M ) F R O M P O I S S O N

DELZ=Z.Z

DELZ=1.0

I N C R E M E N T IN Z(CM) F R O M P O I S S O N

RLMAG=XX

RLMAG=30

N U M B E R O F R O W S OF A() DATA

ZLMAG=XX

ZLMAG=20D

N U M B E R OF C O L U M N S OF A() D A T A

T h e second order expansion has been adequate for the applications t h a t have
Seen m a d e . One e x a m p l e is the "alpha" magnet deflection s y s t e m used t o bend
the low energy S L A C b e a m from the gun t o the line of the accelerator. A proper
choice of angle makes the vertical focusing of ihe pole face e d g e compensate for
the vertical pha*ie space o f the beam. Runs a t different entrance angles, usinp the

A ( } . . . . V E C T O R P O T E N T I A L DATA AUItAY O F A, E X C E P T A*R A T R = 0

intM-Huri'd lit-ld profile of thi* magnet, were used to d«t«rrnine the o p t i m u m angle.

UNITS OF A() IN G A U S S - C M . A() IS A L I N E A R ARRAY WITH

Space chargt- t»f a cylindrical beam, hi rectangular coordinates can be included

COLUMNS R L M A G LONG. M A X SIZE OF A() IS 8000.

in .-iirh runs by the firnuiri'S describ*:'! for C A R D starting.

Use of this option requires the o u t p u t from a magnet design program, such
as POISSON, which solves for the magnetic field including iron segments, which

r.!!ipiic liiii>|',r<ils
For roil in|iuL. a t.iMu <if ofF-axis fields with Hliptir integral calculations is
printed.

If NKJ.I,

- I, the elliptic inLcgrals arc used for the ray tracing.

Oth-

may even he partially saturated. T h e output of such programs is usually in the
form of an array of the azirnuLhal component of the vector potential A(). This
ct

m

array is currently set to a maximum or 8000 elements, but may be reduced to one

,

START= GENCARD'

GENERAL WITII CARD START

element to sare space Tor users not interested in this option. The array elements
correspond to points in a rectangular mesh which does not need to coincide with

HAVE UP TO MAXRAY CARDS WHICH SPECIFY:

the mesh used Tor the electrostatic problem. To save running time for the magnet

1. RAY NUMDER

program and to reduce storage requirements for the data, it is preferable to

2. INITIAL RADIUS R

identify a rectangular area that is expected to in-lude the space that the electron

3. INITIAL AXIAL VALUE Z

trajectories will require. The array starts at RRO, ZZO, proceeds in steps or

4. DISTANCE FROM CATHODE DX, CATIIODE MUST BE POT(l)

DELR in columns RLMAG long, and contains ZLMAG columns separated by
increments DELZ. During operation, the program finds the differences from the

5. EFFECTIVE SPACING BETWEEN RAYS, DR.
8. PARAMETER WHICII MODIFIES CHILD LArTGMUIR; ALPMA2

four points nearest the particle to find the components BR and BZ.
NORMAL DX IS 2.0 TO 3.0 MESH UNITS.
4.5

NORMAL DR IS 1.0 BUT MAY BE VARIED ALONG THE SURFACE.

GBttEltAL CATHODE AND G E N C A R D

NORMAL ALPH2 IS 1.0 FOR A PLAIN DIODE.
START^GENfERAL'

GENERAL CATHODE
FOR CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES:

RC = X X X

RC=0.0

LOWER END OF START SURFACE

ZC = XJCX

ZC=2+CATBODEZ

ALPH2=(ALPHA*(RADIUS OF CURVATURE)/(STARTING STEP))"2
CATHODEZ = Z- VALUE
FOR RECTANGULAR COORDINATES:
FROM THE FfRST BOUNDARY DATA CARD.
CL=X.X

CL=RLfM

MAXIMUM LENGTH OF STARTING SURFACE.

DENS=I0.

EMISSION LIMIT A/CM

BETA2=1.0

BETA2=0.0

IF > 0.0, USES LANCMUIR-BLODGETT

USE RAD FOR WIRE RADIUS IN

RECTANGULAR COORDINATES IF BETA2 > 0.0
SURFAC=X

SURFAC=1

This section describes the use of the GENERAL cathode method which ap

1

DENS=X.X

RAD = X.X

ALPfI2=(BETA" 2)' (RADIUS OF CURVATURE}/(STARTING STEP)

STARTING SURFACE ITERATION

plies to anything that cannot be described using the assumptions of a spherical
cathode. It includes the GENCARD option.
In calculating starting conditions using Child's Law, the basic assumption
is that of space charge limited emission. Mathematically, this means that the
electric field on the surface of the calltode is sero. Thus, In order to calculate
the emission current, the calculation must start some finite distance from the

START GEKCARD

cathode. This leads to the use of Langmuir diodes, or pill boxes, which become
0J

annular in shape in cylindrical coordinates. The typical thickness is 2.0 to 3.0

The term CATIIODEZ refers explicitly to the value Z + DELTAZ of the
drat boundary point. It is frequently convenient to make the K = 0 intercept of

mesh units.
The Child-Langmuir equation for emission in a plane diode i s

the cathode be the first boundary point, but there is no rule about this. The

13

starting step (or diode thickness) of 2.0 mesh units can also be adjusted by using
a different value of ZC. The parameter ST, used for spherical starting, do a not
1

,

J = 2.335 x l ( r ' V ' / x \

amperes per unit area

(4.6)

apply to GENERAL starting.
The starting surface is calculated by starting an equipotential line at (R G,ZG)

The 3/2 power dependence of the thermionic emission current density leads
directly to the concept of perveance here defined as the constant K in the ex

and following it, in one direction only, until one of three things happens:
1. The Viae leaves the boundary of the problem.

pression
2. The line becomes longer than the parameter CL. (default; CL = RLIM)
3. The boundary points intercepted by a line drawn at right angles to the
J

/ = K x V /'

io-«

x

(4.7)

starting surface, extended to the left o viewed along the line starting at
(RC.ZC), cease to be represented by POT(l) or POT(5). Emission will

Since K depends only on geometric factors, the perveance becomes an identifying
characteristic or the device. Because of common usage, perveance for the program
c

is expressed with the implied factor of 10~ , i.e., microperveance having units
3

microamperes per volt. '

3

occur from surfaces represented by POT(l). No emission will occur from
POT(fi) surfaces; hollow cathodes or shadow grids may use POT(5). Any
other potential number will cause the line to stop, with, the exception that
POT(3), usually used for grids, will not slop the line because it may be so

The central problem for the GENERAL cathode starting routine is to define
the starting surface and to calculate the distance x for the thickness of the pill
box. The suirling surface is initiated at the point (KC.ZC) with default values

close to the starting surface that confusion would result. Thus the sugges
tion to use POT(4) for the focus electrode to end the starting surface.
Tests 1 and 2, above, are included as "safety valves"- Test 3 is intended

III: -- 0 and V.C ^ 2.0 +• CATIIODEZ. The default point represents a point on

to determine the length of the starting surface. If the starling surface has to

ihc &XL>, 2 tiit-sh units in front of the Z value of the first boundary point. If the

follow a more tortuous curve, due to holes, wires and corners, the t-'iuipoteiitial

rrtiliodi- do*-* no; siarL on the axis, the correct value for RC must he defined. If

parameters EQLN and EQST may be adjusted as described in in the section on

the lifbi hoiiitdar) point does not describe the beginning of the cathode, then the

EquipotcnLial Lines.

rorri'cl va.or of 7.V. must he defined.

DENS limits the current density to a maximum value controlled by the user.
k>4
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It can be used to limit the emission as in temperature limited emission. The

program treats the annular pill boxes formed by dividing the starting surface into

normal use is to. avoid extreme varan of torrent from local high-Beld points until

a number of equal segments. The number of rays is calculated by the program

space charge depression becomes effective on subsequent iterations. Note that

to be the largest number (< MAXRAY) that can be distributed evenly along the

temperature limited emission can also be simulated by using PERVO and HOLD

starting line, i.e., 1 or 2 per mesh unit, not l.Sl

as described in under Universal Parameters.

The program determines the potential at the point on the starting surface

BETA2 and RAD refer to the parameter /3' and r. in the Lsngmuir Blodgelt"

from which the rays are to start and calculates the starting velocity and the

theory of emission between coaxial cylinders. The material is covered in Ref. 12.

current using either the equation for cylindrical emission, if In rectangular co

The Langcaoir equations are Included in the program for the particular case of

ordinates, or the equation for emission .from concentric spheres" in cylindrical

emission Erom an array of wires in rectangular coordinates. BETA2 is calculated

coordinates'.

internally once it has been activated by the i; <er specifying a vaJue greater than
O.D. The program uses the distance trom the wire, the radius RAD of the wire,

/ = 2.135 X 10

.

a

V /»
~J7 jrJ>*> Amperes/radian

f/U0)

and the Langmnir equations to calculate currents in each ray. More than one
wire can be used provided that the starting surface can get from one wire to

where

the next by "seeing* POT(S) surfaces between wires. The wires that emit are of

1

(-<.») = (-/- 0.3-r + 0.7SV - . . . ) '

(4.11)

7 = in[(r -i)/r,].

(4.12)

e Mirse POT(l). The current per mesh unit in length (in rectangular coordinates)
is

and

t/t-U.G6x

lO-'V'/'/fr • 3')

ampercs/mesh unit

(4.8)

where r is the starting radius in mesh units and

e

Here x l« the thickness or the pill box, r is the radius of the cathode and p
e

and tp are the radius and thickness of the annular ring on the starting surface.
3* = V{\ -0.•'.(/ + 0.3441/'),

where V = tn(rJRAD).

(4.9)

This equation calculates the current In a one radian segment of the annular ring.
The program prints this current in the table of initial conditions. Under final

The more usual configuration of emission from a flat or concave surface in

conditions, the current is printed divided by the initial radius, p. This column

cylindrical coordinates is treated by the program if BETA2 = 0.0. Then the

gives a measure of current density to determine uniformity of cathode loading.

fi6
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The cathode radius r is estimated far general cathodal by comparing the length

the surface is recomputed so that the final cycles converge to a stable solution.

of the cathode to the length of the starting surface. This may be incorrect U the

SURFAC controls the number of such cycles and, while it may often be more

cathode does not have a constant radius of curvature but the result is so close

than one, it should generally be 2 or 3 less than NS, the total number of cycles.

c

to the simple l / x

s

dependence that the discrepancy docs not seem generally

General Cathode Diagnostic;

sieniGcant.
If the START = 'GENERA'/ option is selected, the program will print
For cases involving cylindrical coordinates, for spherical and general cathodes,

a special table of the appropriate constants: RC, ZC, CATHODE LENGTH,

the starting step is much smaller than the radius of curvature. Thus, it is possible
MAXRAY, etc. After successful calculation of a starting surface, the message
to simplify (4.1) by expanding it to second order in (z/r ):
c

STARTfNG SURFACE: LENGTH = X X

ENDS AT RHO=X.X, ZBTA=XX

will appear. Next the headings for the initial conditions will be printed followed
J

•"?(-<»)* = x'(l + 1.6i/r + 2.06i /r?)
t

(4.13)

in which x has been redefined as positive for the usual case of a concave spherical

by the initial condition data.
If the starting surface fails by not being able to trace an equipotential for at

emitting surface. With this change. (4.5) and (4.9) are essentially the same except

least two meah units, or because it is asked for points outside of the problem,

for the correction factor, the term in parentheses in (4.12), called ALPH2 in the

then the message:

program. It is this term that is called for explicitly in the input for GEN CARD.

GENERAL CATHODE STARTING SURFACE FAILED: LENGTJ1=X.X,

SURFAC = X

SURFAC = I

STARTING SURFACE CYCLES

ENDS AT RHO=X.X, ZETA=XX.

SURFAC controls the number of program cycles for which the starting surface

is printed. If SURFAC > 1 and this failure occurs on the second program cycle,

will be regenerated. Frequently, the most satisfactory looking starting surface

then the program will cycle once mors with a smaller perveance (currently 80%)

is general^-" on the first cycle, without space charge depression. The starting

and try again to fit the starting surface. Otherwise, the program will terminate,

surface, it should be recalled, is only a locus of starting points from which particles

but in either case the complete potential map will be printed to aid in diagnosis

si*.rL out in the direction of the electric field. The potential difference between

of the difficulty.

the starling point and the cathode determines the initial particle velocity and

GENCARD is a starting option introduced to permit better response to

itw? current frir th^. ray. As apace charge depression is included, the shape of

highly nonuniform cathodes. A specific example would be Cue sharp outer corner

Ihe starling surfurr may, or may not change, although generally the pMcnLial on

of a right cylinder emitting from Lhe end face. This corner is usually bundled

it will drop. In liny case, ii is wull to limit the number uf cycles during which

poorly by START = 'GENERAL' because of implicit assumptions that the radius

OS

6'J

of curvature of the surface is much greater than the starting step- GENCARD
was specifically intended for use with high current Geld emission devices, but

CATHODEZ IS Z VALUE OF FIRST BOUNDARY POINT
ST = X.XX

applies also to thermionic emitters.

ST = 2.0

STARTING STEP

'SPHERE' ALSO WORKS FOR CYLINDRICAL

GENCARD combines-some of the functions of GENERAL with the basic

CATHODE IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

philosophy of CARDS in which the user specifies all the starting conditions. In

IF START = 'SPHERE' Is elected, the program will first print the special ta

GENCARD, the user specifies the initial coordinates R,, Z,\ tha effective distance

ble of parameters for the spherical cathode: SPHERICAL RADIUS, CATHODE

t» the cathode OX; the spacinc between rays DR; and the "fudge factor* ALPH2.

RADIUS, CATHODE CENTER, e t c Tha first two valuta, RAD and RMAX,

Thus the user has defined all the parameters needed to start the apace charge

determine the essential geometry of the sphrrleel cathode as shown In Fig. 6.

limited problem except initial energy and direction. These are calculated by

Obviously the default values, 2 x ZLIM an

the second part of SUBROUTINE CHILDA which is tha subroutine called by

no chance of being correct, so the user must specify them. The default value for

RLIM respectively, have almost

GENERAL. The first part of CHILDA calculates the starting Iurface, and is not

ORAD, tha cathode center, is at C ATIIODEZ, the first boundary point as defined

needed by GENCARD.

for the general cathode in Section 4.5. The starting step ST, is the value used

The parameter ALPH2 fa the term in parentheses on the right side of (4.9). In
1

for the thickness of the Langmuir pill boxes. Al In the START = 'GENERAL'

rectangular coordinates, ALPH2 corresponds to the BETA of the literature with

case in cylindrical coordinates these pill boxes arc annular rings and the current

{STARTING STEP/CYLINDRICAL RADIUS)""—" factored out. The effect

Is that current in a one radian segment of that ring. The current is calculated as

of this is to make the normal, i.e., plain diode, value of ALPH2 = 1. Anything

in Eqs. 4.9-4.11 using the geometry of Fig. 6. Figure 7 is the plotted output of

else is a perturbation at the user's crntrol.

the (ample problem of Fig. 3 using START = 'SPHERE'.

s

In rectangular coordinates, START «= 'SPHERE' operates with the same
4.6

SPHERICAL

CATHODE

input and the same geometry to calculate the current per mesh unit In the di
rection normal lo the plane or the paper. Again, as in START = 'GENERAL'

START SPHERE

Eqs. 4.7-4.8 are used according Rel. 8.
START = -SPHERE'

SPHERICAL CATHODE
Immediately after printing the headings the spherical cathode routines print

RAD = X.XX

RAD = 2'ZLIM

SrilERICAL RADIUS

RMAX = XXX

RMAX = RLIM

CATHODE RADIUS

ORAD = X X X

ORAD = CATHODES
70

CENTER OF CATHODE

a message:
ITERATION NO. X, I = X.X MICROAMPS, PERVEANCE = X X MICROPERV.
71

P-0 .

1.0.0^

30.0

30.0

4>0

50.0

60,0

l-'iClifL' 1

Plotted out-put uf a;impU pl\it>li'iu shown In Kig.

7O.0

80.0

90.0

_^0

'HID

4!>[J

Thecurrnntand pcrveance printed are those calculated according to thefieldsand
geometry by the appropriate equations as indicated above. In other words, these
are the unnormaliied values. After printing this message^ the program averages
the pcrveance according to the method described under PERVO in Section 4.1.
The initial currents that we printed out with the Initial conditions reflect this
averaging process. Between the miLial and final conditions, the same message as
nbovc is printed, except with the normalized values for current and perveance.
As in START = 'GENERAL' the currents printed with the final conditions are
Fig. G Basic geometry for spherical cathode configurations
defining the input parameters.

HORAD

i

ZLIM
__.«!•.>

BIZ) GAUSS
,tPU
Ki0_

,200

?5D_

not).

_—^

divided by the initial radius ,,f in cylindrical coordinates), and thus five a mea
sure of uniformity of cathode loading.

PHI IS TRANSVERSE POSITION IN MESH UNITS.
CURRENT IS MICROAMPERES IN ONE MESH UNIT DEEP SEGMENT

The special case of magnetic Selds reaching the cathode, i.e., "immersed Dow"

SPECIAL TESTS IN RATNST; CROSSING OR 3-D SPACE CHARGE

is treated by both SPHERE and GENERAL according to Busch's theorem." The
IRAT=1

IRAT»0

3-D SPACE CHARGE

1RAT=2

1HAT=0

CROSSING DETECTION

program must use magnetic Gelds on the cathode and on the starting surface to
integrate the uimulhal motion through the gap between the cathode and the
starting surfa.«. If there is any inconsistency in the off-axis magnetic fields within

USE OF NEGATIVE RAY NUMDERS:

± 6 mesh units of the entire range of the starting area, then, peculiar bunching

IF IRAT=1

of the rays wiJ! occur. That is why the proper use of MAGORD and the careful

MAKE RAY NUMDERS NEGATIVE FOR BEAM EDGE CARDS.

input of Gelda near the cathode were stressed in Section 4.4. Fortunately, any

(3-D SPACE CHARGE)

USE BEAM EDGE CARDS (1=0) TO SIMULATE SPACE

problem of this sort becomes immediately obvious on examination, of either Ihe
CHARGE SPREADING OF A CYLINDRICAL BEAM OF

starling conditions or the plots.

CURRENT I AND RADIUS R IN RECT. COORD.
4.7

CARD START WO
PAIRS OF BEAM EDGE CARDS PRECEDE SETS OF RAY CARDS

The progTam starting instructions are as follows:
START='CARDS'
ZO=X.XX

ZO=0.0

STARTS-GENERAL'

CARD STARTING

OLD ORIGIN IN NEW FRAME

DEFINING PART OF BEAM FOR WHICH 3-D SPACE CHARGE SPREAD
ING IS I O BE SIMULATED. SEVERAL PARTS, DIFFERENTIATED BY
SELECTED ATTRIBUTES: E. G., ENERGY ALPHA OR RADIUS, CAN BE
USED SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH ANY NUMBER OK RAYS IN EACH PART.

HAVE UP TO MAXRAY DATA CARDS WITH (1 INTEGER, 8 FLOAT PT.)
END OF PART IS DEFINED DY NEXT RAY WITH NEGATIVE RAY NUM
NO., MASS, R, Z, ENERGY (EV), ANGLE (RADIANS). CURRENT
(MICROAMPERES IN ONE RADIAN SEGMENT), TRANSVERSE ANGLE,
TRANSVERSE POSITION (PHI).

BER, WHICH BEGINS THE NEXT PART.
TO SIMULATE CYLINDRICAL BEAM ! "ACE CHARGE IN RECT. CO
ORD. MAKE CURRENT PER MESH UNIT, I' = I/(PI ' R) INSTEAD OF 1'

FORMAT IS FREE FIELD FOR THE NEW C VERSION OF THE PROGRAM

= 2 • I/(P1 " R) WHICH WOULD HAVE THE SAME CURRENT DENSITY.

CARDS STOP READING WITH RAY NO. GREATER THAN MAXRAY

IN OTHER WORDS, MAKE I"(K) = I(K)/(2' R(K) INSTEAD OF I(K)/R(K).

IF RECTANGULAR COORDINATES:

NOTE THAT THIS REQUIRES TWICE AS MANY RAYS AS FOR CYL1NT5

DRICAL BEAM WITH SYMMETRY. BEAM EDGE CAKDS (RAY < 0} AP
PLY TO OFF-AXIS PENCIL LN CYL. COORD.
The START = 'CARDS' mode uses datacards for the initial conditions rather
than computing the initial conditions from -". thermionic model. There are several
typical applications for this feature that will be described in some detail. There
arc:

1. Ray Number: the ray number is only included for user convenience, and
for the termination purpose described above. Rays are numbered by the
program, sequentially as the cards arc read in. Negative ray numbers have
special implications that will be described below.
2. MASS, 0 for electrons, N for the mass/charge ratio for Ions. Note that this
is a new entry and although it can be safely omitted in the fixed format for

1. The simplest case of user specified data.
2. U3e of cards generated by a preceding run to restart in a new segment of
the same problem.

the FORTRAN program, in free Geld, the zeroes must be included.
3. R: the initial radial position' in mesh units.
4. Z: the initial axial position in mesh units.

3. Study thermal and other perturbing influences on a beam.
5. ENERGY (EV): The initial kinetic energy of the particle in electron volts.
I. Rectangular coordinate application with a cylindrical beam, including cylin

It should be obvious, but sometimes requires slating, that ENERGY has

drical space charge and off axis bends.
nothing whatever to do with the potential values on the boundaries, or on
U^er Specified Data

the potential at which the ray tracing starts. For ray tracing, only fields

If START = 'CARDS' has been selected, the program will respond by printing
a table or appropriate parameters: STEP, NS, Z(0), SKAL, UNIT. Following the
end <i[ the NAMEL1ST input &END card, the program will expect to read up

are important, not absolute potentials.
6. ANGLE: the initial angle that the ray makes with respect to the z-axis, In
radians.

to MAXRAY cards with tlie starting data. A card with ray number greater
7. CURRENT: the current in microamperes for a one radian segment of that
than MAXllAY will terminate this input. If MAXRAY cards are present, the
ray. In rectangular coordinates, it is for a one mesh unit deep segment.
termination card should be used anyway. However, no effort should be made to
make MAXitAY agree with the number of cards used, so long as it is big enough.
The computer can, after all, count heller than most humans.

8. TRANSVERSE ANCLE: the angle included between the ray and the R-Z
plane.

Data t o be entered on the ray cards constat of a ray number and the M A S S ,

0. PHI: the initial transverse position. In rectangular symmetry, 1*111 w a

••illuwt-1 by the initial values for It, /„ ENERGY. ANGLE, CURRENT, TRANS

linear coordinate, measured in mesh units. In cylindrical symmetry, PHI is

VERSE ANGLE and TRANSVERSE POSITION. The format is 15, F5, 7F10.5.

the azimuthal position in radians.

7li
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Program Generated Cards

JthsimaLEffscis

During the last program cycle, the program generates two sets or cards with
the initial and the final conditions or each ray according to the above format.
These cards may be punched, or saved as a data set in card format on a direct
access device. For the C program, these 'cards' are included right in the output

SUBROUTINE TllEIlM IS CALLED IF THE PARAMETER T O 0
TC=XXXX.X

TC.O

K ELVIN TEMP- OF CATHODE

THREE MODELS ARE INCLUDE!) IN THIS VERSION
KRAV=2

KRAY=1

TWO PART SPLIT, RANDOMIZED.

KRAY=3

KRAY=l

THREE RAY SPLIT

listing from which thej can be readily extracted by a text editor. If it is planned
to use the cards in a subsequent run, it is only necessary to be sure they are
saved somehow. In a pinch, the same data are printed in the output and can be

KRAY=S

KRAY-=1

FIVE RAY SPLIT

THREE RAY SPLIT PUTS CURRENTS IN 1-J-l RATIO,

hand punched.
Typically, these cards are intended to be used in a subsequent segment or «
problem. Thus the results of the sample problem, Fig. 3, are intended to be used

WITH 2 PARTS i n UNDEFLECTED RAY AND 1 PART
EACH IN RAYS WITH V(PERP)=SQRT(2KT/M), IN R-Z

in the complete gun with card starting just past the grid. Between runs, it is

PLANE, UP AND DOWN RELATIVE TO UNDEFLECTED RAY.

normal to expect that a different scale and origin will be used, otherwise there is

FIVE RAY SPLIT PUTS CURRENTS IN 1-6-8-5-1 RATIO

not much reason for the second run. The companion parameters 2 0 and SKAI.

WITH V(P^RP)=2-SQRT(2KT/M) FOR \ PART RAYS

are used to modify the data, as read in on the cards, as follows:

AND V(PERP)=rSQRT(2KT/M) FOR* PART RAYS.

ZO = X.XX
SKAL = X.XX

ZO = 0.0

OLD ORIGIN IN NEW FRAME

SKAL = l.n

OLD MESH/NEW MESH

ID words, if the first problem is plotted oil the same graph with the second
problem, then the origin of the first problem will be found displaced left or right

NO DEFLECTION FOR 8-PART CENTER RAYTHERM CAN BE CALLED FOR START='SPHERE\ "GENERAL". CARDS'
OR 'GENCARD", NOT FOR START='CARDS' WITH SAVE=2.
Rectangular Coordinates with Cylindrical fleams

by 1 0 mesh units in the new coordinate system. Usually ZO is negative SKAI,

The basic assumption in rectangular coordinates is that the beam consists of a

is interpreted as the ratio of sizes of mesh units (in meters). Thus a problem

sheet extending infinitely in the directions in-and-out ot the r»tobletn. The space

in which mah> me5h units were used to calculate cathode conditions will have

charge forces on such a beam are much greater than in cylindrical symmetry

a relatively smaller mesh than the follow on problem and SKAL < l.D in this

because the field dors not fall off by 1/R. However, if the current is properly

rxample-

reduced, the transverse s p a c e charge forces can b e m a d e the s a m e aa they would
7«

b<r for a cylindrical beam. Further reductions in the current can compensate for
fur;her expansion of the beam.

/' = IfxR

(equal lorces).

(4.17)

Consider first a uniform density cylindrical beam of total current I and radius
IT one wished to have a rectangular

This is just one half of the result for equal densities in (4.13). Thus, if the results

symmetry beam of thickness 2R at the same current density, the total current

from the previous run were treated as described above, except divided by two,

per unit length would be

then the initial space charge force on. the rays would be the same as in cylindrical

1

R. The current density is J = / / i f l .

coordinates.
;' = 2RJ = tlfvR

(equal densities)

{4.M)

A special feature allows the user to designate groups of -ays, as few as one
per group, to be bounded by "beam edge" cards which do not carry current.

To deGnc the rays in rectangular coordinates, one can divide /' by some integer
n and make n rays, suitably spaced, each with a current of I'fn. If one wishes
to use starting data from a previous run, then each ray has a current per unit
length 1(K)/H(K). Unless the rectangular beam has reflection symmetry on the
i-aais, there would have to be twice as many trajectories created as in cylindrical
b> mmeiry to represent both halves of the beam.

As the beam edge cards spread apart, the current on all rav* within a group is
reduced proportionately. The groups may cross or overlap, but should not cross
their own beam edge rays. The initial conditions of the beam edge rays can be
chosen so that they do not cross the rays of the group. Beam edge cards are
designated by being inserted, with negative rays nu nbers, in pairs just before
the members of their group. Successive groups would thus be separated by the

Consider now a particle of charge V on the edge of a cylindrical beam of
radius It and current I. The radial space charge force on the particle is

pair of beam edge cards for the next group.
Beam edge cards may also be used in cylindrical coordinates. In this case,
the effect would be of an off-axis pencil beam, i.e., no_i an annular ring. Assuming

2

J

rnd K'df •- tlj{-ljiUZt ),
0

[\.IS)

The fufri- <»n a Minder particle next to an infinite current sheet in rectangular

that the thickness of the pencil is small compared to the radial displacement, the
same factor of one-half should be applied to the initial currents as was derived
for rectangular coordinates.

« -•« > ; d i ( i , L l t ' S

i«s

IF lRAT^-2

(ll-Z AND PHI CROSSOVERS]

I) HZ; MAKE HAY NHMHKRS NEGATIVE KOU SEQUENTIAL RAYS
VOW WHICH KlN.Vl. CROSSOVERSHOUU) KK DETECTED. CROSS
T > ni.iki' fl'l{,'tlt

:

it'V/tit-

we liiivr only to require
nn

INGS WILL UK LISTED AND PLOTTED. NEGATIVE HAY NUMBERS

SHOL LD BE IX PAIRS. TO FIND CROSSOVERS WITH % AXIS. RUN

with ; » 0 « i the first iteration. However, if one select* START •= 'LAPLACE',

A RAY WITH R=0,ALPNA=0 PRECEDING THE RAYTO TEST AXIS

one can then add data cards with the coordinates (R,A), and the right hand or

CROSSING.

ipaco charge term for any non-icro point. Then data art appended after the end

2) PB1: LEAVE RAY NUMBERS POSITIVE FOR TRANSVERSE RAYS
TO DETECT LAST CROSSING OF PHI=PI* INTEGER.
A special application of beam edge cards is to specifically detect crossovers. For

of the starting namellst and u e terminated by R > RLIM. In the C program, a
new parameter LAPRII signals the program to begin reading the data tarda lor
the right ha.id side.

this application, the beam edge control code is set to IRAT=2 in &INPUT5.

The program will then cycle for NS cycles on just these data, with no ray

The program instruction comments appear above. This feature is used to find

tracing. It prints the potential map, or POTLIST, before and after the last cycle

the locnf of foci to determine the position of the scintillator surface in image

to show how things may be changing. Following the last cycle, the program print*

intensiGer tubes.

No space charge is involved. Pair* of trajectories, started

a list of the fields, i.e., the derivatives of the potentials, on all the boundaries.

sequentially from the same point with different initial conditions (energy end

Fields at specified interior points can be obtained by making a dummy boundary

direction) u e focused to a crossing, which must be located exactly. The program

go through »uch points. Dummy boundary points have DELTAS = 2.0 and can

finds such crossovers and prints a table of their coordinates.

be fitted according to the same rules as Neumann boundaries, t.e., along mesh
lines. The fields are normalized to 10054 of the field on the first boundary point.

4.8

LAPLACE'S EQUATION

APPLICATIONS

Choose It carefully, i.e., not where the Reld is near lero.
START = 'LAPLACE'
NS = X
LAPRH = 1

NS = 7

NO RAY TRACING
NUMBER OF LAPLACE CYCLES

LAPRH=0

USE LAPRH=1 TO START READING

DATA CARDS WITH (R.Z SPACE CHARGE) FOR NON-ZERO POINTS.

To do ray tracing with the solution found by LAPLACE, It la (Imply necks*
sary to set SAVE=1 in &1NPUTS of the first, LAPLACE, problem followed by
a second problem, without boundary data, but with ray tracing starting Instruc
tions. See the discussion under SAVE=1 in S.Ktion 4,1.

END POINT LVPUT BY R > RLIM.
4.9

DIELECTRIC BOUNDARIES

Laplace's equation has many applirations besides solving electrostatic po
tential problems. Some examples are temperature distributions and magnetic

The input provision for special boundary points, described in Section Z.I ran
be used Tor the particular case o! a dielectric boundary. The difference equations

fields.
As a reminder, by Laplace's equation nne usually means v**c* - 0, while

arc only affected on the boundnry of the dielectric. The normal method of using

Foisson'sf filiation is V c* ^ p. The prngram always solves Poisson's equation but

this feature is to specify dummy boundary points, i.e., points with DELTAR =

S2

S3

3

DKl.TAZ — 2.0, which tan be put in woinl-by-point or with the fitting (threeLEFT = t R

point) method as lines.

x

UP = {ii+t,){R

13

The difference equations were derived by Secger for the special cases of

RIGHT = tiR

{Vertical)

+ 1 /2)/2

(4.20)

DOWN = («, + t,)(R - l/2)/2

horizontal and vertical dielectric boundaries. These relatively simple cases uxe
sufficient for most applications because thv actual position and angle of even a

where <t i*

curved dielctrlc are relatively less important to the Gelds in the vicinity than the

for the right side region. For rectangular coordinates, set all the R's and (R ±

fact Lhal the boundary is located nearby- Thus a good approximation results from

l/2)'s to unity.

a stepwise simulation of the dicloetnc and a small displacement to the nearest
utcsfi point does very little to the fields a few mesh units away.

t n e

dielectric constant for the left side region and £3 is the <-unstant

The term LEFT, RTGHT, UP and DOWN refer to the points, 1, 2, a and 5
respectively in Fig. 2. The notes summariiing (4.18) and (4.19) in the program

The corjicicnls of the difference equation arc given by Eq. (3.3) and can be
(impressed as:

instructions are reprinted below:
SPECIAL BOUNDARY POINTS, USE 999 IN COLUMNS 3-S TO END
BOUNDARY INPUT.

LEFT

limilT

- 11

Vl>^ R\

1/2

DC1WN = It-

1/2

BOUNDARY MUST INCLUDE ALL POINTS TO Bj; USED AND ALL

{Vatuum)
(4.18)

POT NUMBERS.
THEN INCLUDE ANY NUMBER OF CARDS WITH R, Z AND FOUR
DIFFERENCE NUMBERS FOR LEFT, RIGHT, UP AND DOWN, SEQUEN

l'**>j a linri/ont.-il dieletric, where ti is the dielectric constant for the lower region
;uwl ft is the ronstunl for I he uppiT region, the roeflirients become:

TIALLY.
END WITH R>RLIM
FOR GENERAL NEUMANN, NUMBERS SHOULD ADD TO 4 * It OR -1

LEFT

KICIIT-

[(,(«

1/2) | , {in
2

!/2]|/2

IF RECTANGULAR COORDINATES.

[Horiznntnl)

TK11MS ARE 1 • TANW/1+TAN9 AND •i/TANe>, WHERE TAN«» . 1.
I'I'

DOWN

'•-•(" I 1 / 2 )

,,(lt

1/2)

(.|.1!»)

HORIZONTAL DIELECTRIC: BOUNDARY:
LEFT - RICIIT r (El • (It- 0..1) I 102 • (lli<).5))/2

fur ii vrrliial diclfi Lrir lMiitmUir>, Liu- toWIU ii'iiLs become

UP .•-• E2 • (l£ I 0.5)
85

DOWN = El • (R - OS)

5. TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS

WHERE El OR BZ = 1.0 FOR VACCWM AND E2 IS UPPER •MATERIAL'.
VERTICAL DIELECTRIC BOUNOARY:
LEFT = El ' R

RIGHT = E2 * R

UP = (EI + EJ( ' (R + 0.5)/2

The program uses a four step ftungc-Kulta method of solving the rclativlatle
differential equations given below. Suitable substitutions are used to reduce the
three second-order equations to six first-order differential equations.
The independent variable is time but the time interval a calculated frrnn the

DOWN - [El + E2) • (R - 0.5)/2

allowed iteration step and the velocity. It is necessary to use fairly short steps

WHERE E2 IS RIGHT HAND 'MATERIAL'

because of the auxiliary calculations that must be made at each mesh Unit. Thus
it Is generally not helpful to use any self-checVing *comctor" solving routine.
If some unusual application requires shorter iteration steps, the results usually
show this by their internal inconsistency.
The relatlvisitic differentia! equations are derived in Appendix I and are

1

1

Z = o(l - /J')'/ [ - £ • ( ! - Z ) + ZRK, + ZAEf - tkB

t

11

ft = a(l - 0')'

[-Br(t - « ' ) + ZRE, + RAE + cZB, - cAB.j + ^

A = a^-p'Y"

[-15,(1 - A ) ! ZAK, + RAE, - cZD.-tRB ]

t

1

4

where
Hfi

+ cAB,]

AT

(S.l)

(5.2)

~ —• (5.3)

approximation in the area in which the field is significant. After multiplying BA
z

7

0* = Z + & + A

and

$ = v/c

(S.4)

by the scale factor and expressing r in meters which requires multiplying r by
the scale factor aLso, the scale factor cancels as might be expected. Thus the

2

The constant a — cX/m^c

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge (the

scale factor only enters for externa] magnetic fields. The current 1 in (4.19} a the

2

" * , " sign is in the equation), m c is the rest energy of the particle and X Is the
0

constant of proportionality between the real coordinates and the dimenaionless

summation of the current in the trajectories at lower radii than the trajectory
being calculated, but including the one being calculated.

coordinates. Thus
Two field components are neglected. The aximuthal electric field is neglected
because of the axial symmetry assumed. The social magnetic field can have a
z = \Z

r~\It

t

a=X.4

t

and

ct = \T

(5.&)

s

By an arbitrary choke, A = 5,11 x 10 mesh units so that a = l.Q mesh unit per
volt. Inspection of the differential equations shows that they are dimensionally

contribution from the beam due to aximuth&l velocity of the beam. The magni
tude has been shown to be less than one gauss m most practical cases and so is
neglected.
The space charge is calculated t o supply the right side of Pol&son's equation

correct if the electric fields are specified in volts per mesh unit.
Dimensionally B = vB, so that in mksa units E is in volts per meter, v La in

which is

meters per second and B is in webers per meter*. Then cB has units of volts per
meter. To convert to program Gelds of volts per mesh unit, fields arc multiplied

V»V = L - +Co

by the value UNIT in meters per mesh unit. Magnetic field input to the program
in in gauss, which is the common engineering unit, and is internally converted to

a

The element of area for J is r x 1.0 square me:.h units where r is the particle
radius. The velocity is only the Z-component since the space charge is being

2

wfbcni/rrwU'r .
Tin- aziniutlidl magnet k fiH<l /*« m m w from the current in the electron beam
ami is raJUnJ ihi- sclf-magncMc field of the beam. The magnetic field created by
. H I AKt.tl

(5.7)

Vt

spread between adjacent points on the same column. The one mesh unit space
between adjacent points accounts for the 1.0 in the area expression above.
In the finite difference form, (3.3) replaces (5.7), and the right hand side

i um-ML is

becomes
fl^

-

wvbers/iiK'ier'*.

r

(.».G)
s

1

Tin- ti<-M is «v.vtiiiii'ii to In due to an infiniu- ruiidurlor which is a pretty good

6

_ 36* x 10 /[/C) * I P '
" ABS(ZDOT)
x 3 x W»

=

(3.77 x IQ-*)1[K)
ABS(ZDOT)

[

'

where RO is to be spread betwecr two points in inverse ratio to the distance

6. T R A J E C T O J I Y A N A L Y S I S

the T»T ta between them, I(K) is the current in the one radian segment 01 the
EGUN does some analysis of the quality of the beam to find the emittancc of
ray (in microamperes) and ZDOT is the velocity in units of c. If the angle of
the ensemble of particles. For those not familiar with the concept of omittance,
inclination, dR/dZ, exceeds «S", the calculation is made for RDOT. The absolute
discussions can be found in ar-y book about accelerator design, such as that by
value of ZDOT is used to allow a uegative ZDOT. The explicit value of R in (3.3)
Steffan.

17

Recent versions of the program, including BGN87c, use the common

is canceled by the R which would convert the current to current density, thus
definition of ernittancc;'*
avoided special problems as R —• 0.
In practice, however, there axe still some space charge problems near the

n

f = 4 x |< X' >< X

> - < X x X' > » | " '

axis. In rectangular coordinates, if the axis is a plane of symmetry, then any
trajectory betwee a R = 0 and R = 1 has a mirror image between R = 0 and R=-I.

where the < > represent averages and the X and X* terms ara the weighted sums,

(A reminder again...wh.en in rectangular coordinates, the axis still retain their

and sums of squares, of the orthogonal quantities x or y. Because the program

cylindrical labels.) To account for all the space charge on the axis, the calculated

ts using f> and ft, in cylindrical coordinates, the x and y terms are found from

charge is doubled. In cylindrical coordinates, the algorithm for distributing the

z = pcot*?, and similar expressions, when 4 Is the net aximuthal angle. Instead

space charge proportionately to the distance between the adjacent points is not

of starting many particles at random initial values of 4, It is sufficient to note

a very accurate solution. Good smooth laminar flow near the axis results by

that each bracket above contains a cos #, which averages to 0.5. These halves are

simply making the space charge on Ihe axis *qual to that ' sund for the first row.

factored out of the square root and change the coefficient four to a two. The four

1

is there to simulate a squared distribution, as in a uniform beam, as compared
to an ran distribution. The units of emiuance are millUneter-milliradlans, which
uses the scale factor that is defined for the problem. Etnittance calculations are
defined as the area or an ellipse, which involves a factor or * which, by convention
and to avoid confusion, is stated explicitly in the output units, and is therefore
omitted from the above expression.
Experience has shown that the emlttancc values calculated in this way arc in
reasonable agreement with what should be expected from well designed electron
guns. The results also agree reasonably with programs that are more statistical in
90

01

concept. If it is planned to compare craiLtuice numbers, the user should endeavor

of the cathode and Lhat of the beam, will exhibit some spherical aberra

lo have a reasonably large number of trajectories, that is, perhaps at least thirty,

tion, in which the rayt from the outer part of the beam cross over the inner

so as to have some statistical validity.

ones. The BGUN program invariably ahowa at least some such aberration

The omittance calculation also gives a value for the "invariant" or "normal

at the outer edge of any gun. This may be due to the way space charge is
allocated near the edge, or it may be real, or some of both.

ized" omittance which is given by;

There is one more plot available, for aiimuthal motion. If the parameter
IPIH has been set to one of the ray numbers, a. single curve will he plotted of the

4 . = /?7«i

uimuthal position vs.. Z. This ia either the angle PHI, or the position PHI if in
a

- ,

a

where P = v/e and -7 = (l - 0 ) ^ . This quantity has the property that it is
invariant to further acceleration. That is, or course, provided the acceleration and
transport df the beam are not accompanied by aberrations that further- degrade
the quality of the beam. The momentum used to find the product fii is that of
the first trajectory.

rectangular coordinates. The plot it made for the ray designated by IPHI.
The current density profile, which was described above, should not be con
fused with, the emission current density which can be found by examining, the
values for I(K)/R that are printed with the final conditions of each cycle. The
initial set of currents are the I(K) values that are actually used by the program,

At the ^nd of each run, after the last set of trajectory plots have been gener
ated, two c*Lra plots are created;

and are the currents (microamperes) In a one radian segment of the ring of charge.
Since current does not change during transport, the final data would be the same

1» One id <>t the final current density as a function of final beam radius. This is

as the initial current, thus wasting space in the output. Instead, the final num

a rather crude profile of a histogram of currents found in ten bins between

bers are the initial currents divided by the initial radius, to give values that are

p - 0 and the 1 argent value of p. IL is normalized to 1.0 at the peak

proportional to initial current density, for example at a cathode, and can be used

intensity. The result is frequently a sort or Rocky Mountain profile which

to diagnose cathode emission uniformity.

still resembles the actual current distribution to some degree.
2. The HiTond plot is of final p? -- dpfdz vs. p. This is essentially a plot of

To emphasize the importance of uniform emission density, and also to close
this section, it is appropriate Lo pass on one piece of "wisdom" gained from

I>I(;LM> apace from which tin- cmittancc, im discussed above can be under

simulating many electron guns. That is, to make a good electron gun, meaning

stood, A very gnod hi'iiiu, with low emitlance mid no aberrations, would

one with good beam quality, strive to get the space charge limited emission as.

have all the pmnlu plollt tl in this wny> lie in » straight line Must electron

uniform as possible. The best guns are usually uniform to within 10% across the

gmiM, particularly if th«ie is M^nilkniit areu roiivi-TRunce between the area

face of the cathode.

y
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APPENDIX 1
DERIVATION OV EQUATIONS OF MOTION

d»
— = u,z + u,(f - n^'/r) + »^(f a/r + o).

The equations of motion u< derived from the relativislie Lorenti force equa

From

tion

1

J

1

v = | i + r» + a ) '>

^

= -^!»fll,

(6)

()
7

(1)
where v is the scalar velocity, we have

where c is the magnitude or the charge of an electron. The electron velocity
vector v, expressed in cylindrical coordinates ia

dv
s

v = u,i + u r + u^a.

(2)

r

1
= - ( « + rr + ao).

(8)

Substituting Eqa. (6), (7) and (a) in Eq. (4) yields

Here u„ n, and u^ are unit rectors and a — r^ u the azimuthal or peripheral
velocity. The left Hide of E)q. (l) can be found from
(9)

cf(mu)

d (

(

s

u \"

1 / ]

.A
Equation (0) can be expanded and grouped by vector components yielding

where r»o 's the electron rest mass. DilTcrcntiating Eq. (3) yields

l/l

r

"'*' ' " '

f

r

" ^ ' ' "ii'&t I *)

(5)

A similar vector component expansion can be made Tor the right side of Etj. [i]
yielding
*J7

A

d{mv)
^jj2 = - e « ( £ , + r a , - « B , ) + u,(£, + o B , - i B a ) + u (E> + j / ? , - r B , ) | .
I

+

r = cR,

Equating vector components we have finally

f =

e'K

{16)

and
2

s

"^

-a/J
From the definitions in Eqs. (16) It follow* that
(12)

-('rSr{>*(-S*5)»>-*(-S)} „
= - «(£, - »B» + £ B , ) ,

(17)
Note that the time derivatives of the normalised displacements, Z, R and A, are
with respect to T=ct/A. Making the normallilnr, substitutions in Eqs. (12),

and

(13), and (17) yields
,1

,-V»

(18)
- t(E

t

••- zB, -

rB,).
rage"

For computer programming it is convenient to express the variables in a

J

hZ7. + (1 - /J + fi')R + fl/i/ - ^-(1 - 0*)
(10)

= - e [E - eZB^ +• cAB,]

normalized form. Accordingly, v e let

r

and

i = \Z,

r=AR.

a = XA and cl = XT,

(JO)

(15)

: - e [ f i , + c£0 - Cfifl,] .
r

Wr differentiate with respect to T - ct/\ to Ret
98

Our goal is to get separated equations solved Tor the second order derivative

of each of the orthogonal variables. To solve the equations, we arrange them in

which is simply

the form

A - (1 - /»»)».
A\Z + B\R + CiA = D\
2

A Z + B R + CiA = Di
i

(21)

i

It is convenient to let a = eA/njnc . The axial acceleration Z, is given by

A Z + Esft + C A = D3
3

3

AZ = X>,(2?jC - C i S j ) + Dj(C,Bs - B,i3s) + £ s ( £ i C i - C,Bj)
3

and apply the standard determinant method of solving simultaneous equations.
Arranging Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) in the form of Bq. (21) yields

which becomes
(1 -

2

(I - i? + Z )Z + ZRR + ZAA =

Z

^ ( l - ff")'"{E, + cRB

4

- eAB,),

2

fi fZ

= [ - o ( l - 0*)*/*(H, + RB
C

-

4

+ (i-fi

+ fr)R + AAA - (i - p)^
x (B, - cZB

t

1

t

( l - / r '

^

+

S

= - ( , - ^ - ^ ( l ^ V .

^

r

2

l

2

a

Z = o ( l - p yl \-(E.

3

S

1

+ A) - i

2

t o + <:i-Br -

cRB,)\

R )ZA\

2

+ cRB

- cABr){\ - {? + R + A-)

f

+ {E+ + eZB

r

h JJ )(1 - f

a / a

2

+

+ [E - cZB+ + cAB,)ZR
%

x

Simplified, the above equation yields

The determinant of the coefficients is
/ , + Z > ((1 - 1 )

- {\ - f

+ cAB )\

t

+ ! - ( ! - ^ ) ^ - "(1 - 0 )

x (£^ + e 2 f l - c A 5 ) .

A -(1

( B r - cZB

x \ZliA - ZA{1 - 0 + A }]

2

t

2

2

+ cA 3,),

x \ZR A
M « «

2

3 / J

- ^ j ( i - fi>*fi

and
AZZ

r

X |(1 - fi + # ) ( 1 - 0 ' + A') - A A ]

(22)

+ 1(1 - 0 ' ) ^ - «(1 - ^ )

kzz

cAB )\

2

r

-

cRB,)ZA\.

2

fl ]

2

2

2

2

i ,tiii that (1 - 0 + A + /i ) = 1 - Z , wo have finally
B

s

- kit \iizA>

Zii(i

- 2.-i [/?«=.•!

.iX(l - 0 + /i )]

{i

^ - i vt )]
2

!

2

J - • ;; )(i

// )(i

f

2

2

1

2

Z = a(! - /J ) ' !

2

K,(l - X ) + ijjfcV + ZAE

4

- cftB

t

-t cAB,\

!

i- , t •»• «'•)
The radial acceleration /i, is given by

^=/.•'••(i
(1

J")-(l

;

J

/) )

z" .-i»(i
J

<*' I /

2

I N

••/»'')
5

2

I A )

All = /Ji(i4jCi • Aid)

+ Dj(/4,C - AiCi) + iM/ljCi 3

101

Aid)

which becomes

which becomes

3 7

(1 - O^A = | - o ( l - 0*) t [E, + cRD - eABJWAfcZ - ZA{\ - /?' + fi«)]

(I - fi*)*R = | - « ( 1 - 0*ft*iE, + cRB - cAB )\
t

4

r

+ 1(1 - 0')~

x [RzA* - hZ(\ -/)* + A*)}
+1(1 " *>*)£ - a(l - 0fl*iEr

- <ZB +

1

3

- «(1 - / J ) " ^ , - ci/J# + Git0,)|

CAB,)\

4

(37)

S/

+ 1(1 - fi*)$£ - «(1 - /»') *(S* + ^ B , - *J5tfl.)l

1

x |(1 - 0* + £»)(1 - 0* + A ) - Z*A*]

1

+ 1-U
l - ( l -- i0*)™
» * ) ^ --« «(1
( l - -/ >Pfto
)
,

x |(1 - /J + Z>)(1 - ft* + A*) - Z*R%

+ cZB, - eRB,)\

3 / 5

Simplified, the above equation yield*
,

A =o(l - / ? )

Simplified, the above equation yields

, / s

UE, + eRB - eAB ) ZA + (s
4

r

- cZB + cAB„} AS

t

4

1

~ (E+ + tZB, - cRB.) (t - ft + Z* + fl*)l
,

,

R = a(l - /» J /*[(& + eAB - evtfl,) ZR
#

- ( £ - eifl^ + cAB^j (l-0*

+ Z* + A')

r

+ (fi* + eZB, ~ eilB.^j RA\

1

Noting that {1 - ft + Z* + A*) = (1 - A*) we have finally

lf

A = ail-ff*) *\-B {i
4

s

Noting that (1 - 0 + Z> + A*) = (1 - fi"), we have finally

R = a(l -

tfV'VMl

J

- R ) + £ « E , + RAE, + e £ B , - cAD,\ + ^ .

- A*) +ZAE, + ARE -eZB
r

(28)

The azimuihal acceleration A, is given by

A.4 = Di[A B
t

3

- A B ) + Di{A B, - A,B ) + D (AiB% - AjBi)
3

7

3

3

3

101

r

+ tRB^ - ^ .

(29)

APPENDIX TI

is taken to be unity. Cross-multiplying, we have

GENERAL NEUMANN BOUNDARIES

o2K. - o2ri = HsVj - oSV,
or

We "will first .Uustiat* the derivation of the difference equations and then give the

(a2 + «S)V. = «5Vi + o2V .

(S2)

5

rules Tor defining the difference equation coefficients. If a. boundary with normal deriva
tive of the potential array equal to zero is desired along a line as shown, then a problem

But, rfi + 7S = -Ji and V. = V , hence
4

boundaiy is drawn as ahown by the dashed line. A point at "a* i? chosen to lie on the

v^Vi = o5Vi+ a2IV

(33)

normal to the boundary through the point "4" at the intersection between points "5"
and "2". Since point "a" lies on the normal to the boundary, it follows that V = VV

From the law of sines,

a

«2
sin a

Define tan a as the slope of the boundary near point *4*.

1
_
1
sin(x£ - a)
cos J - a

1
cos J cos a + sin \ sin a

which becomes
B

sin a + cos a
•

1

1 + tana

Then the other segment is

A

B

a

-,

\
h

•-

1 + tan or

^

(30)

wi' hiivu

v^an«
1 + tan a

^ _
1 + Lan

which in the notation used in the main text is
t a

a

0 • Vi -t A "
V f 0•V +4
V ^ I•W
1 + tan a
1 + tan a
a

<if>

di

(35)

The complete difference equation from Eq. (4) is

KtarLiiiG from
Va-Vs

1 +tana/

(31)

whtrc, for cxiunplf, fl5 is Lhc distance from point "a" to point *&". The mesh interval

3

s

(36)

The factors of 4 are inserted to make the sum of the difference coaflicicrits equal
to four, as is needed in rectangular coordinates. In cylindrical coordtuatei., this sum

•y-.i

•I

f...

ECNDOC
can ELECTED* ofTics TROCHAIC

EOHITCt! C ULHOIMCE, TPJIM0R 1 , 1 JUKI iWT
BE5I0HED F0« USE OH FC'E OR Allt STSTEH flJPKMTIK C
EWH: m l M I IfEMlCK COVERED M THIS KARUAL ALSO.

should be 4 • R. Note that the derivation presented above was for the slope, tan a <1.

i i . nuxMHsnuiT <ttt) «» nil

For a negative slope, the similar derivation uses Vi and Vs, with the same values of

RODE rmiKE: (415) 941 043« SITKET HAIL: «1NAP AT SUCVK
ITAKPORD LIKE/* ACfEURATflR CEKTH

slope. That is, use only positive values of tan a that are less than 1.0. If the slope is

STANFORD imrrruiTY
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greater than (.0, the two coefficients are interchanged, so that the larger term, l / ( l +

a.

A, HIRRHAPRIFELOT

(Sir)

tu

4014

ROMS P»»H* (117) 314 4014 ItTNET HAIL: SRMMPLDr AT 4JJ40.REPNET
DEFT, ay r i y i i c i

tan a ) , goes with the point nearest to the normal to the boundary.

m r m i i T t or nxtrais

For a = -15*, the difference terms both equal 2.0, which are exactly the terms

URIAHA. ILLINOIS Bitot

generated if both DELTAR and DELTAZ are 0.0, that is, the conditions for a doable
E0NS7G1 FEATURES IKCLUDE:

Neumann boundary are in fact the conditions for a 4V Neumann boundary. In many
. . POST PROCESSOR FILES cm »t MADE,

of this section.
Note that In application, the point* used for general Neumann paints must have been
defined a* Neumann boundary points during the boundary input process. The internally
generated difference coefficients are then over written by the method supplied to input
special boundary coefficients at the end of the regular boundary input, by signalling
with a 999 entry on the last input card.

DATA I I CALLED I » IMAT_ TDHS.

' e n roiT rncEssai n u n .

applications it is possible to use a 45° Neumann boundary and avoid the complications

• • NASI DP I0HI CAR IE IlDIVIDUAIXY DE3I0IATED FOE EACH TEAJICT0RY.
101 CRAftCE I f aiVH St THE tlGH Or THE CUUEHT.
• • EDO NODI; ALLOW SUZCTIYE n n C M M PSO* TJB USUAL VAT Of
ACCOWTIM F M ntr-iAMETie raiM, n m HDBI IH v i i e i IFACI
CIHWI I f UDQCED TO ACOTUKTTO*TIE t m W i m FORCES DUE TO IPS
fELF-MACRTTK TOLD. tU IT*. DIMUftlCf FO* TK FAAAXETtt ZWTEq
11 TIE SgCTIDS BEUM 0» UKIY^iU. PAlAXtTEU.
- • EWTTAXCg CALCUUttDI EAf IEEI CT7T1.TED TO TfJ. W»S tCFimtlOSS
COHHOHtT USED PD* lORMALlZED AW OTOOElULlrED EKITTAHCB.
IP 111X9 SPECIE! A l l IMtD. XNITTAm M t t . IE CALCULATED CULT
FOR TKE MAST IPEOIZf. I . E . , 014*81 AID MAIS UR1 RAT(l).
m m m P I H T JHD i P t c n t M r u K M O A I T H I B , THE EMtmnct
OALCUIATIDS WLL HOP. SO TM SPECIES SHOULD IE gMTED.
TO AVOID RAVIHO THE PROGRAM MET «AT» IT RADIUS. USE IKAT-1.
»

THE CEILD-I IAS ITAtT I0UTIUEE AEX AUATS IIHOU SPICIER, MASS
DEFIHED IT PARAMETER HISS. HEOATtXI CHAMI (POSITIVE; CinUEMT) •
TO MRS IT EASIER TOCTIiERATEINPUT DATA FOE DIFFEKEHr SPECIES.
THE CAXDOVTTOUCHEDFILE. M l . M l 10TB IltriAL AtlO FIltAL CARDS.
PLOW CAN SE MADE OP PHI VS. Z. FOR ODE CHOSEN TRAJECTORY.
PHI IB I" HTI.LIRADIAIIS III R-I COORD OR KESI UMTS IH RKT. COORD.

w t , ROUTINES
MAIR
( t n u w r t m ANALYZED
SU1R0UTIN1 TMTSTdT.M.)
S U I I D U T I W C U L M C>>
SUBROUTINE DUTNC(Rl.Zl.R2.22.RH0,mA.DI3T)
JtntOUTTKt CltLOf
SUBROUTINE BSEKE.BOOL. " )
siBiavTim a i u w o u . u i a . a T A . o
SUBROUTINE PRPILB
SUtROUTTKI POTUT
n n i a u r m UALST
SURAOUTWI M I N D CH.>)
M n a a m a M W D (POTR.IUD.VO
suBiurmn cov(«>
SUSRDUTIKI T1AJCT
SUBROUTINE n m
mnoami cow
v x . m
SUBROUTINE u r u e c*>
•JUBHWTINE FRAME

0
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

SUBROUTINE wpRoedBW.FJjs.Rso.zeTA.Fij.-)
WUGUTUI U I U (SS.1BD.ZE1A.>
s u B i m m m cooRD<N,RBo,nT»)
s t n u n u t x n Man<ZLiH.*)
SUBROUTINE L I S T W
SUBROUTINE rtTtuOiaa.zETA.pv.>)
s u t u x i n m Touaia.i.,«Bo.irtA.ro.EFV.iHi.7tTi.
SUBABUTEXI R X M I , I . » . C 5
FUICTIOSJ u a i ( i )
SUBR0UTTJ01 RATNITXKAT)
SUBROUfMI mv«C<NI.>)
StBROOTTJOl H E M
SUMOOtlKl LOOPS 1RB0.ZETA.BR.HZ)
SUBRDUfl»K SCALI2 (XI.AXUII.NPTS.XD.U.)
SUBROUTWE n r u i
(i.L.A.a.e.o.xx.m
SUBROJ»TTME READA
SUBROUTTHB C A L B « 2 ( R H 0 . Z E T A . S « . B Z . O
FUNCTION DPXIEl
FUNCTION DELIK1

)

• >

INSTRUCTIONS <
SAMPLE PROBLEM:
INJECTION GUU MODEL 4 - 1 A GEID-CATHODE REGION (WBH) HOD.11-20-67 MI"
AIIIPUT1
RtIM-71,ZLIN-40,POril-4,PC!T«0 0 . 6 0 0 0 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 . M I - 1 . H A C S E C - 1 , :VHE-15.
AEliD
UliPUTS
Zl-20
40. Zl 20 BC 0 . 0 . 2 5 0.
AESD
0.0
-0.99
a
1
I
-0.4
I
1 0
l
is
3
0 99
-0.1
i
3T
4
4
-1.0
1 0
3*
10
2 0
4
-o.s
14
0 9»
-0.6
4
t!>
-1.0
4
li
2 0
i»

n-

m

6T
S»
S»
SO
61
SI
32
B2
82
66
71
71
71
71
70
6»
49
41
40
39
22
0
0
0

IS
IS
15
IE
14
13
12

«0
0
0
10
21
37
27
2a
17
13
13

'«11
to

*

0
2
801
AIHFIITS
IZ1-1. 122-2. IZS-10,

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
-0.09
-0.2
-0.7
-0.7
-0.7
2.0
0.99
0.90
0.99
0.08
-0.2
2.0

-0.4
-O.J
-0.4
-1.0
2.0
-OK
2.0
2.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
2.0
2.0
0.90
0.90
OR
0.2
0.«
0.4
0.3
o-.i
0.3
2.0
2.0

-o.s

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

RAD-287, 1HA1.-3T.5. UKlTM-0.01. SPC-0.0

am
ANOTHER TTTLI CARD POIXOVED I T DATA FOR A SECOND PROBLEM CAN 0 0 HERE
CARD NO. 1 C0RTAU1 TITLE Oil OKI CARD
RINPUTI CARD DO. 2 : AINPUTl,
CARD MO. 3 CONTAINS R U N . ZLIM. 'DTK, P O T ( l ) . F 0 T C 3 ) . - .
POT(POTN>.NI.NACSM. LSTPOT, EAR. (ALL IN NAMEUST rORKAT.)

NAKEUSt ITEM.

DEFAULT .MAI

CDMWEUT

RLIH-H
RLIM-10O.100
HEIGHT OF PROBLEM
ZLIM-XX
ZLM-100,300
t'lDTII OP PROBLEM
t s i i a V I M T U B J M H H Z L I H ' 2 ) < OMESH)
IAX-JOC
IAX-0
DEPRESSED AXIS
XJP-0.9XX
XR-0.99S
SPECTRAL RADIUS FOR CONVERGENCE
SEE SPECTRAL RADIUS DISCUSSION BLXOH.
PASS-I
PASS-2
NUMBER DP PASSES THOUGH POISSII
fO» THE I1I1T1AL SOLUTION TO LAPLACE'S EQUATION. . ND SPACE CHARGE.
PDTH-K
POTIt-101. 101
NUMBER DP POTENTIALS
P O T C D - I I TO PQTCPOTN) DEFAULT TO ZERO.POTENTIALS III VOLTS
(USE MECATIVE POTN TO SIGNAL NECTAIICULAA COORDINATES)
KI-R
KI-I
PLOT IIISTRUCTIOU. SEE TABLE
IP Ml I S MECtTIVE, PROGRAM VILL ONLY PROCESS BOUtlPARY DATA
IP PROGRAM ONLY PROCESSES BOUNDARIES. BECAUSE OF MKO OR
DUE TO A BOUNDARY ERROR. PLOTS SHOULD STILL BE CEI1ERA1EDVSE NI<» FOR CHECKING BOUNDARIES AND CHECKING SCALIHC OF
PLOTS 1EF0RE RU1MIIIC ENTIRE PIOBLEN.
PLOT SCAL1NC PARAMETEJS
ARE NOV ABLE TO SE READ IH FKOW H1IPUT1;
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a-x
tt-X
tCAU-'TU'

«-•
HORITOHTAI, r u t MDTH (INCHES)
SX-«
VERTICAL PLOT HEIGHT (INCHES)
(CUE-'
• PILL* FRAME. BOTH TEXT. AMD SOU
CUKES SCALE FACTOR* UNEQUAL)

UQSXO-X

MASEEO-e
(TUMBLE OP EECMENTS OP MA8NETK
HELD MTA TO EE I E U (TUT.
tSTM-.TEUE. IXTTA-.FALSE. CALLS ISPUTA TO HEAD VECTOR POTEHT1ALS
LSTPOM
LSTPOT-1
OHLT PHUT H U T POT HAP
LSTPOT-X
LSTPDI-9
ONLY PRUT PRELOAD POT MAP
LSTPOT-0 PATH! KOSS.
. J . PRtNT FIKAL. - 1 PRINT FIRST AND LAST
TYMR - I I
TTHE - 2 0 . 0
HAX PROBLEM HUH TIKI Milt.
EXPECTED POTENTIALS
POT(l> - CATHODE
rOT(l> - ASDD*
POTO) - GRID (CONTROLS EXTRA EOUIPOrEMTIALS)
POTM) - FOB. A, SURFACE YHICS r u STOP RATS-HOT A ORID.
POT«> ALU) ROPE EQUIPOTEHTLU. L I K E ttlMH SHI NEEE UNIT
POT(S) - POE A SIADOV GRID-HOT FOE FOCUS ELECTRODE
ADjUAb-X.X
AQUAD-0.0
DUAD APERTURE
POT(*).F0T(7) POE OUADAUPOLE POTEKTIAU
IF AOUAD .OT. 0 . 0 POE QUADRANT SYMMETAT PRELOAD
M n POTC ) VALUES AS DESIRED
TABLE FOR VALUES OP HI;(USE MI - 0 FOE HO PLOTE)
CYCLE TO EC PLOTTED
TEXT a PIKAL
ALL FIHA1 ONLY
n n E9UIPUTEITLAL LIKES
1
t
3
J
SEPARATE H I U i r l H M H A L PLOT 4
S
t

am

m EqwroTWTiAt Han

T

a

g

-SPECTRAL RADIUS AMD COHYlROEtlCE OP FOISBOR'S EQUATION"'
TIE ESI PROSRAI DfEE A POISSOH SOLVE* T U T INVERTS A
MATRIX r o t 1ACE SUCCESSIVE COLUMN OP TEE POTEETIAL ARRAT.
ALTERNATE COLUMNS A n JOLTED AS A SET OF SIMULTANEOUS
EQUATIONS. AEtUKIH T U T POTENTIAL VALVES FOE POINT* ID
ADJACENT COLUMNS ABE COEEECT. T I I S ASSUMPTION REQUIEM
A RELAXATION FACTO*. HERE CALLED THE EPECTEAL EAOItlt.

n i e i cut a CALCULATED TO FIND AH OPTIMUM VALUE FOE ART
orvpj etnontT. BUT VEICE IAS FOR MART TEARS BEEN SIT TO
THE VALUE » - 0 . « S . VSICH REPRESENTS A REASONABLE VALUE
FOE L A * « PROBLEMS. SIHCI IX MUST BE LESS TEAR 1 . 0 , TRIE
VALUE APPROACH* TKE MAXIMUM. AND FOR SOKE PROBLEMS IT
IS LARCEE TRAM TEE OPTIMUM. FOR THE PC VERSION OF ECU*
THE SPECTRAL RADIUS M S BEEN MADE AB INPUT VARIABLE, P ' T
USERS SHOULD TREAT I T VITH CARE. FOR TEE TEST PROBLEM,
t m , v ABOVE, TKE BEST COHVERCESCE >AS FOUND FOR XR-O.DSO,
3UT fOR OTHER MODEST SIZED PROBLEMS, TOO (HALL A VALUE
OP XX CAUSES THE SOLUTION TO DTVERCE AFTER REACTING.
A MINIMUM VALUE.
EACH ITERATIPH UP POISSOfl's EQUATION RECALCULATES EVERT
?OIM ONCE. EACH CALL TO POISS!! MAKES A HIIIUMUM OF 3
ITEAAIUKS A.'-D A MAXIMUM OF 3 5 . THESE ARE INTERNAL
COSSTAHTS THAT CAM BE CHANCED. THE MAXIMUM "AS SO FOR
THE LARGE MACKIVE CODE. FOR E0SB7C. THE DEFAULT'IS TDO
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CAIXJ TO POISSN INITIALLY. (PASS-3) V I M UP TO 3 1
ITERATIONS EACH. MORS PASSES CAR BE USED TO GET A
BETTER SOLUTION TO LAPLACE"! EQUATION FOE PROBLEMS THAT
DO ROT RAVE SPACE CHARGE ADD TRUE MOD OHLT OEt OR TTO
CTCLE* VITB RAT TRACINO. ONLT CHE PASS MAY I E MOUGl
FOR A PROBLEM VITH LOTS OP SPACE CHARGE THAT I * OHLT
OOIMO TO CRAKOE A COOB SOLUTION OP LAPLACE'S EQUATION.
THE DIAGNOSTIC PRINTED OH EACH PAS* THROUCR POISIH I S
TEE NUMBER OP ITERATIONS H, AND EAR - H P IKEIX
XEP IS TKE LARGEST POTF.HTIAL CHANCE IN THE ERTIRI
PROBLEM OURINO THE »TR ITERATION.
MAQH1TIC FIELD METHODS
1) INPUT! . . . FOLTNOHIAL SEGMENTS . . . HAOSEO-N IB AIHPOT1
1 ] INFtTM . . . AXIAL FIELD
. . . MAQUQ—1 I I RIRTttTl
3 } IHPUTA . . . VECTOR POTEMTIAt ARRAY... IITPA-.TAU*. 1M tlRFUTI
4 } IMPUTI . . . COIL DATA.. .PIHOS AXIAL FIELDS
E) IMPUTE . . COIL M T A . . -ELLIPTIC IHTEORAU
USE ( 1 ) OR ( 3 ) FOR RECTANGULAR SYMMETRY
MAOKETIC FIELD DATA (READ IN NACSEO SXOMEMTS) IX HANELIST FORMAT
THIS APPROACH I S VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO USE IE A FRTSICALLT
REALISTIC MY AMD I S HOT RECOMMENDED EXCEPT FOE SIMPLE
CASES SUCH AB UNIFORM FIELDS.
1 INPUT?
( FDR EACH SEOKEKT )
USE AFJfD
AFTER EACI SECMENf
USE RAXELIST FORMAT FOE THREE IXTECERS. AND AM ARRAY M
OF SEVEN COEFFICIENTS OF VALUE BE. B l . B3
M
B - 1 I * B 1 « W » B 2 « D I " 3 « . . . < B < « 0 VEERX D I - I - I 1
X TAEM TEE VALUES • « • TO • « • VITB ORIOII AT • « •
FOE SIXTH DEDEB EXFAMSION. FIELD MUST ITAXT • UHITf REHtlt
CATBDVK, OB STARTIHB POINT. AND CO I I I UNITS FAST SLIM.
INPUT FOR IDEAL COILS I f IN AIRFUTI SECTIOI BELOV.
••'•

nCTABOULM COORDtMATE MACHETIC FIELDS • « • •

IN RICTAHCULAR COORDINATES MAGNETIC FIELD I S IN THE
TR9MSYIRSI (PHI) DIRECTtOH UHLEH MASORD •< 0 . (SEE HAtORD. BELOV)
IP MAGNETIC FIELD I S IN TKE PHI DIRECTION,
THERE IB NO TERN FOR SELF MAO FIELD, EVEN IF INPUT FIELD I S 1ER0.
VtTHOUT IHPUT FIELD SELF-FIELD I S IN PHI DIRECTION. SELF-FIELD I *
CALCULATED FROM CURRENT IN RAYS BETVEEH Z-AXIS AND ETH RAY
INCLUDIIIS HALF OP 10(E) . THIS I t THE SAKE » miHDBICAL COORD.
I f NAOORD-'l OR - 3 . RECTANCULAR COORDIMATE HACHETIC FIELD I * IN
THE RADIAL (VERTICAL) DIRECTION.
IP MACCRDc-2, tO MAOORD--4, FIELD IS IN THE AXIAL CD DIRECTION
AI»PUT3
PntllT BY PDIIIT tllPUT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS:
IF MAOSEO < 0 . E.O. , MAOSEO—I. THEN USE AIHFUT3 TO READ ARRAY
BZA-(FIELD 0 » THE AXIS STARTIIIO AT 1—6 TO I-ZLIN>B)
(USUALLY BZA I S THE OUTPUT OF A SEPARATE COMPUTER CODE THAT
THE USER EUPPLIEE)
AMD
-III-

1
tlNPUTA

(TO INPUT VECTOR POTENTIAL DATA)
UO-X.X
1I.O-0.0
FM1T10N OF FIRST ELEMENT OP A O . I M NU

zzo-i x

zzo-o.o

USE ONLY IMEN START- 'CAItDf.
SAVS-3
XAVE-0
SAVX-3 COHlIKEt SAYE-t AMD SA.VE-2
MASS - X.X
MASS - 0 CFOI ELECTRONS)
MAES > 0 FOR IONS

RELATIVE ID ORIGIN OF CUM PIM.

DELR-X.X
D E L I - 1 . 0 INCREMENT IK t (CH) FROM MISON/EOIT
DVXZ-Z.Z
DELZ-1 ft INCREMENT IN Z (CN) PROM POIEBDN/EDIT
UJUC-XX
EUAB.-30
NUMBER OF ROYS OF AC) DATA
2LMMS-XX
2UUD-20O
NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF * ( ) DATA
A(>
VECTOt POTENTIAL DATA AUAY OF A. EXCEPT A*R AT R-O.
UNITS OF A III 0AU5S-CM. A ( ) IS A LINEAR ARRAY VITH
COLUMNS RLMAO LOUS. MAX SIZE OF A O 13 80OO.

SU REV FEATURE FDR MULTIPLE SPECIES SITE DIFPEUKT MASSES
IN CARD START SECTION.
IF INDIVIDUAL MASSES ARE SPECIFIED. DO MOT SET EASE FiXAHETER HERE
USE TRIE OKI FOR M U L E SPECIES RUN* OR CEILD-S LAV STARTS
MASS I S TIE MASS TO CEABGE RATIO. l . O F C I PRCWNS
USE HAW <0 PD2 RAYS VIT10UT INERTIA. LIKE THY ARE III MOLASSES
CAM BE USED FOR MAGNETIC FLUX LINES 0 1 ELECTRIC FIELD LINES.
XV - X

•OUMDAIY INPUT

AV - 0
SPACE CIAME AVERAGED
LAST AV ITERATION
AVE - 1 . 0
M i l a n OF SPACE CHARGE
IN FRECEDIW PEOORAH CYCLE FOE AV.
BEND - X . X
REKD-0.0
HMKKXC U M D I W FIELD
IN GAUSS IN T H DIRECTION NORMAL TO TSS E-Z PLANE
FOE AXIALLY SYMMETRIC PROBLEMS. P U L D MUST I I
UNIFORM. TEE EFFECTS OF SEXF-NMNXTIO FIELD AEE LOST
AND SPACE CRAROX I S STILL AXIALLY SYMMETRIC SO THAT
I F MAM I * DEFLECTED. CMuWI DltTUMITIDN I S I>RDIASLY
IHCDIEEOT. AH AXIAL F O L D MUST E I INCLUDED IM TIE
INPUT, EVEN IF I T I S ZERO , E . S . . » C - 0 IN INFUT2.
MAONLT-X.X
NAQMLT-t.C
WLTIFLXE* IZA ARRAY
MFLT-X
MPLT-1
MAI FIELD P U T , SEE PLOT CONTROL
AVE - X.X

BOUNDARY INPUT ( 3 INTEGERS. 3 FLOATING POINT NUMBERS)
POT. NO.. 1 . I . DELTA A . DELTA X
FORMAT IB FXEt FIELD IH C, AND S I S , EX. 2 7 1 0 . B IN FORTRAN
TO TERMINATE INPUT. UIE POT. NO. >POTN, £ . 0 . 3 0 0 .
I P B f ? I f USED. SPECIAL BOUNDARIES WILL BE WAD. SEX BELPV.

STARTING CONDITIONS. DEFAULT SETTINGS AND DEFINITIONS
AISPUTS (INSERT HEM)
REND
(IHSEET AFTER. START INSTRUCTIONS)
INSTWKTIQN
DEFAULT .MAX.

COMMDrt
IPHP-EI.K2....«»
IFSPD-O .
UP TO SIX SAY NUMBERS FOE POINT
BY-POINT PRINTOUT:!.UO.aTA.XDOT.ZOOT.TMT.HI.NH.RZ.fTTP.EPUI

UIIYEBSAL PARAMETERS
AUFAX - J,XX
AMPAX - 0
AXIAL_CUlAENI/<2 F t )
USE AMPAX TO PUT ADDITIONAL CUUEKT IN A CENTER CO.KOUCTOI.
AMPAI ONLY AFFECTS SELF-MAGNETIC FIELDS III SUBROUTINE TRAJCT.
USE I S CYLIND COOED. OR IN RECTANGULAR COORD. V / 0 TBI ( 2 P I ) .
PERVO - X X I
HOLD - X

FEAVO - 0
HOLD - 1

ZERO USES LAPLACE/2
PEEVO 'HOLDS' FOE VOLS
ITERATIONS
PE - X.X
PE-O.l
INITIAL ENERGY AT CATHODE IN EV
ERROR - X.X
ERROR - 1 . 0
MULTIPLIES ERROR TEST
UNIT - X.XXI
UtilT - 0 . 0 0 1
NETEXS / MESH UNIT
3HITIH - X.XIX
(SEE UNIT>
IHCHES/HESH UNIT
LSTRS.-X
LSTJIH-O IF > l . PRINTS SPACE CHARGE HAP
MAXXAY - X I
MAXRAY-27,101 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RAYS
IF HAXRAY IS NEOATIVE. THE NUMBER OF RAYS-AB8<MAXRAY)
STEP - O.XX
STEP - O S
MESH UNITS / STVp
IIS - X
IIS - 7
NUMBER OP ITEEAIIOIIS
SPC - O.IX
SPC - 0 5
ESTIMATED SPACE CHARGE
SFC SIMULATES PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION OB FIRST CYCLE.
SPC IS THE FRACTION OF TIC RADIAL FORCE USED.
S T C - 1 . 0 FOX FULL EFFECT. SFC-0 FOR 110 EFFECT
PH1LIN-X.X
PHILIM-0 0
AZIHUTHAL LIMIT
PHII.IH .HE 0 ENDS rRAJECrORY AT PHI .GT. PUILIN
SAVE - I
SAVE-0
SAVE-1 SAVES BOUNDARIES,
TO USE SAVE-1, OH IT DOUIIDARr CARDS FROM NEXT PROBLEM.
SAVE-2
SAVE-0
SAVE-2 USES FINAL DATA
FROM PREVIOUS RUN TO START THIS RUN.
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ZEND-X.X
ZEND-1000.0 EXACT END OF TRAJECTORY
CMniOEi IT m o I I EOT TIE IXCST-1AXB MXMDARY, THE SPACE
CXAEGE BISTRnUTIOH MAY H INCORRECT.
VIDN-X.I
VI0N--1ES
LDNEST POTENTIAL PERMITTED
USE VION TO SIMULATE SPACE MAESE NEITEALIZATION
IDQTEJl-O.I-l.O
ZDOTiq-l.O
LIYH. TO INTER EBS| MODE
EBQ NODE: A HIV ION FEATURE. ALLOYS PROGRAM TO OPERATE IN THE NODE
IN VBICB SELF NAONETIC FIELD I S ACCOUNTED FOR BY REDUCING THE SPACE
CHAISE BY A FACTOR ( l - I D O I O D U l ) . VHEEI ZDOT I S VZ/C. TO CHOICE OF
THE NAME ESQ. MODE COMES FROM TIE PROGRAM DO. VRITTIN IY ART PAUL OF
LL1IL. FDR RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAKS. USEES OP ECU (TRIE PROGRAM)
VUO NAVE FOUND INSTABILITIES KITS LONG. THIN, SENI-REUTTVISTIC
BEANS SHOULD FIND SETTING ZDOTEO AT A VELOCITY LEVEL BELOV THAT OF
THEIR BEAN, SHOULD QtVE IMPROVED RESULTS. SOKE EXPLANATION OF VHT
THIS FEATURE I S SO SPECIAL. AND VHAT TOOK SD LONQ. MAY OE USEFUL.
THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF H I S PROGRAM I S £UN DESlaM. HEARING FINDING
THE SPACE CHARGE UNITED CURRENT AND OPTICS FROM A GUN. ANY CHANCE
OF SPACE CHARGE FOFCES MUST PRESERVE THAT PURPOSE. THE EBQ NDDE
TEST I S MADE ON EVERY TINE STEP OF EVERY PARTICLE. CHECKIMB THAT THE
VELOCITY (Z-COMPOIIENT) DOES (IDT EXCEED THE LEVEL ZOQTEq. IF IT DOES.
THEN FDR THAT TRAJECTORY, IN ONLY THAT PART WERE ZDOT .GT. LDQTEQ,
THE SELF MAGNETIC FIELD IS SET TO ZERO AND THE SPACE CHARGE DEPOSITED
IS REDUCED. THIS SHOULD VORK PINE FOR THIN BEAMS IH A DRIFT TUBE,
AND IS ALSO SUPPOSED TO YORK FOR A GUN IF ZOOTIO. I S CAREFULLY USED.
THE IDEA IS TO SET ZDOTEQ. TO A VELOCITY APPROPRIATE TO THE DRIFT
TUBE VKERE THE LONGITUDINAL SPACE CHARGE FORCE IECONES NEOLICIBLE
-1IJ-
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FOR RECTANOULAA EODMIMTII:
ALPH2-(B«TA"2)"(RADTUS CF euEVATWE)/(iiARTiNQ STEP)
n n i A i t w AND K T A ARE A I DEFINED IN i n LITERATUU.R.O. ,

•PAMtWOU FOR HTt AND m n IN SEPTIER. VOL I I , FOR ALPHA
FORMAT M W t FIELD; U T H.a..MAE*,R,l.DX.DR.AU>H2

R U T - • trt!I»f

START • •OENERAL'

RAD - x . n

HAD - I . X U H

SPHERICAL CATHODE

MAX - X.XX
ORAD - X.XX
ST - X.XX

WAX - RUN
CATHODE RADIUS
ORAD - CAMODEI. CENTRE OF CATHODE
ST • 1 . 0
STAETING STEP

SPHERICAL RADIUS

'SPHERE' ALIO VMJCI FOR CYLINDRICAL CATHODE IN RECTANGULAR 0DORDIHA1ES

tTAIT - 'CARDS'
10 • X.XX
8XAL - X . H

STAXT - 'OEHERAL' CARD STARTING
t o - 0-0
OLD OUBIN IN NIK FRAME
SEAL - 1 . 0
OLD MESH/HEN NISI

NAVI UF> TO KAXUY DATA CUDS ( 1 IHTRSER. * FLOATINO POINT)
SAT. HABS. S . I . BMEXIYCEV). ANCLE(RADIANS). CUHREHIOtlCROAHFERES
M ONt RADIAN SEGMENT), TRANSVERSE AHSLE. TRANSVERSE POSITION(FHI)
P | £ ( FIELD PBIIAt IN C REQUIRES NIIE CM ENTUXS PEA TUJXGTORY.
6I0P kEADIRC NITI SAT NO. (MATES TUN NAXSAT.
INITIAL TSANSVEEEE VELOCITY NAS TEE SIGN OF THE TRANSVERSE ANGLE
WW KM rXATUU; NASI MUST » RFRCIFIE9 FOE EACH SAY.
rn NASH ON CAM 1TAET DATA APIES SAT NUMBER.
NOTE T U T ELECTRONS WYE MAS! COLE NUMBER - 0 . PROTONS MAES-1.
USE «ESATI*E CURRENT* FOE POSITIVE IONS.
MAES-1.E VOULO » « LIKE DOUBLY CURSED TRITIUM.
IP CUESEET IS NEtUTIVX. POSITIVE CHARGE I S ACCELERATED. THIS CAN
BE USED TO TEACE IONS IN TEE FIELDS FROM AN ELECTRON EEAN PROBLEM
(USE SAVX-1) OR SECONDAXY ELECTRONS FROM AN ION SEAN PROBLEM.
IF RECTANGULAR COORDINATE*::
1) PSI I S TRANSVERSE POSITION IN UESI UNITS.
3 ) CURRENT IS MICROAMPERES I * ONE KESH UNIT DEEP SEQNEHT.
CARDS SHOULD I E SORTED ACCORDING 70 INITIAL VALUE OF RHD. USE
INAT-1 TO DEFEAT IKE BUILT IN SORT ROUTINE VHICH SEQUENCES RAYS
• •••SPECIAL TESTS IN RATIIET; CROSSING OR 3-D SPACE CHARGE*'
IRAT-1
IRAT-0
3 - 0 SPACE CHARGE
IRAT-2
IRAT-0
CROSSING DETECTION
USE OF NEGATIVE RAY NUMBERS;
A) IP IRAT-I
(3-D SPACE CHANCE)
I ) MAKE RAY NUMBERS NEGATIVE FOR BEAK ElWt CARDS.
USE BEAU EDGE CASUS (JD-O) TO SIHULATE SPACE CHANCE SPREADING
OP A CYLIHSNICAL BEAN OF CURRENT I AND RADIUS R IN REM. COORD.
PAIRS OP BEAK EKE CARDS PRECEDE SETS OF SAY CARDS SEFIKIIIS
PARI DP BEAN IN VHICH 3-D SPACE CHANCE SPREAD IS TD BE SIMULATED
SEVERAL PARTS. DIFFERENTIATED BY SELECTED ATTRIBUTES. EG.. ENERGY.
ALPHA ON RADIUS. CAN BE USED SIMULTANEOUSLY NJTH ANY NUMBER OP RAYS
II. EACH PART. END OF PART IS DEFINED BY tIEXT RAY KITH UECATIVE RAY
NUMBER. MUCH BEDIMS THE NEXT PART.

2) TO I I W U T E CYLINDRICAL REAM SPACE CURSE IN RECTANGULAR
COORDINATES HAH CURRENT PER MEM UNIT. V • I/(PI»R) INSTEAD
OF I - - J - I / ( P I . R ) SIICI KKJLu RAVE TIE SAME CURRENT DENSITY.
: N OTHER N O R M , HAKE r f t ) - i « ) /

( a . R ( i ) ) INSTEAD o r i m /

R(E>. NOTE TEAT TRIE REQUIRES TVICR AS EASY EATS AS FOE
CYLINDRICAL SEAM WTH SYMMETRY. SEEK EDOI CARDS ( U Y NO. < 0',
ALSO APPLY TO DFP-AXIB PENCIL IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES.
B) IF 7RAI-1
( 1 - 1 AND PSI CROSSOVERS]
1) R - I : HARE EAT NUMBERS NEGATIVE FDR AEOUENTIAL EATS FDE
NHICH FINAL CROSSOVER SHOULD IE DETECTED. CROSSINGS 3TU. I I
LISTED AND PLOTTED. NEGATIVE U T HUHIERS SHOULD BE IN PAIRS
TO FIND CROSSOVERS KITH : AXIS, RUN A RAY «tIN R-o.ALPU-0
PRECEDING TIE U T TD TEST AXIS CROSSING.
2) PHI: LEAVE MY NUMBERS POSITIVE FOE TRANSVERSE U Y S TO
DETECT LAST CRDSglNO DP FHI-PI.IHTECXA.
IF SAVE-2. RUN STARTS i m FINAL U Y DATA FROM FREYIDUS RUN.
DO NOT POT EAVE-3 ON TEE FIRST RUN OF A SET.
THERMAL EFFECTS
SUBROUTINE THERM I t CALLED IF THE PARAMETER TOO.
TC-XXXX.X
IC-0
HLVIN TENT.
TENS MODELS ARE INCLUDED IN IRIS VERSION

OF CATHODE

tfUY-a

EUr-i

TED u r S P L I T ,

KAY-3
EUY-i

ERAY-l
EUY-1

THREE U Y SPLIT
FIVE U Y SPLIT

UNDOHIXED

T U U T SPLIT DIYTDES CURRENTS EQUALLY INTO 3 U Y S KITH EQUAL
ANCULAE DEVIATIONS PROM T U INITIAL DIRECTION. TEX AMOUNT OF TEE
DEVIATION FOLLOW A RANDOMIZES DISTRTSUTIDN USED ON A ONEDIUZNBIONAL EMS DISTRIBUTION.
THREE U T SFUT PUTS CURRENTS IX l ' 3 - l RATIO U T I 2 PARTS IE
UNDEFLECTXD U Y AND 1 P U T U C I IN U Y S F i l l V(FERP}«EgET<2ET/N)
IN E-Z PLANE. UP AND OWN RELATIVE TO UNDEFUcTED U Y .
FIVE U T SPLIT PUTS CURRENTS IN l - 8 - S - S - l UTIO VITB
V(PERF)-l<SqEtUrt/N) FOR I PARI RAIN AND V(PERF)-t<S0,RT(2KT/K)
FOE S PART U T S . NO DEVIATION FDR CENTER '-PART U T .
THERM CAN BE CALLED FOR START-'SPHERE', 'GENERAL'. 'CARDS'.
OR 'GENCAED'. IT CANNOT BE USES FOR STAXT-'CAROS' NITS SAVE-2.
START LAPLACE
START - 'LAPLACESTART - 'GENERAL'
NO UY TUCIHO
US - X
NS - 7
NUMBER OF LAPLACE CYCLES
LAPRH-1
LAPRH-0
USE LAPRN-1 TO START READING
DATA CARDS VITH ( A . I . SPACE CHARGE) FOR NON-ZERO FOIHTS.
FREE FIELD FORMAT.
E«D CARD INPUT VITH ANY SINCLE NUNBER.
FOR A SEAM 00111(1 KORHAL TD THE A-I PLA1IE, SPACE GNAROX I S
RO(R.Z)—12D.PI.I/AREACMU«»2)»I1ETA
IN RECTANGULAR CDDHD.
(HERE AREACSQ. HESH UNITS) PDR A UNIFORN BEAM OF CURRENT I (A) .
.....LATAH I S A HEN INPUT FEATURE""'
PRINTED OUTPUT INCLUDES A TABLE OP SURFACE CHARGE FOR EACH
SURFACE » (POT N ) . TO FIND CAPACITANCE. DIVIDE BY VOLTAGE.
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w t u i MWUT ntim (IMCUAIM emauu. Muum MMHH»)

n m t i cau. s*s to m twmiAti MOW. BONDAKT
W i t MOUM ML POtNTt TO IB UttD WD ALL POT IDWtM. THHT
i N C i n t AKT NUHKR op CABM » i T i t . z . Am row D i m * m e t
s v y t c u r o t u r r . t i e t r , up. AHD DMM. ctoutxriAUT.
KTMBEM MOULD ADD TO «»t Ot 4 IP UCTANCUU* COOtDIRATU.
txv « i n t » i u * .
r o t atxcML H » X A M < . a x ttrtxaa « . » u m - i a r r e t
TEtW Alt 4«{TW A ) / ( l * TAP A) A*D 4 / ( 1 » TAP A) VBttiI TAX A <l
n u a m i

DULECTUC touimm

tm-uo*T-CM«(i-.t>.tt. ci>. E»/a
i» - n«(t«.«)
ww • ti-(t-.t)
n m l i n e - i.o m wcuu* Aim o n wra -XATZMAL* .
VEBTICAL tattcnxc BOOHDAIT
UPT - ti»i

EMIT - ti«t

v • (ii*ta)*(i*.s)/a Don - (EI*E3)«<«-.S>/J
*BZtt * 2 I I MOIT tAHD -KATeUAL''.
'

turaun or r u t i rotxAT pot P U T DATA OUTPUT

«noT«.t..*.i.e,o,tto).j-i.i) fY(j).j-i.L)
>

tBXXE:

i-a imaaa
rot i > e , r . i

•
rurr A t i n *

t - i a a n DP DATA'FOTXTB TO S I PLOTTED
* . T A n A t t t r i or U M T I >- L . t i n I . T DATA
r o t > i , P U T x AXID, r o t i - a . PLOT r A X I I

POt
rot
pot
FDA

L - n n a a or c o x r u r o t o u t « t n u
r o t W / M O t > a » t ) / 4 rr • • m a n or CIAI»
A-OCALB tDAtk a i T I / I K I )
D-uat t n m u«cau>
e - x c o o n o r T A X M . o t T COOU or * C t m a cooto i f o . )
9-DATA TALUt TO APPtAl OH LOTO (HO Of AX IB
1 - 3 . 0 0 OP PlCTUtE. AM A CLEAR AHA M PATH, ITC.
L-l:
A.t,C.O.Jt,T-0.0
t - 4 . cuott run. m t i * THE u r r t t a i u or m r i i x
t-J;
k.t.C.O.Jt.T-O.
r - t , purr POTRT* ( o t I ' I . o t t o w m o r o i )
L.A,I.C,0,I.T
BAKE At POt 1-0 (LINES)
1-0. SET BCALE FACTOt
A-X AXII LEMHI
P'T AXIf iXKCTI
C-CT (PMN HSPITTS DA AII.TUT1)
o-ri
PLOT APIA XUIT Bt AT LEAST -0.*iX«A-O.S -0 5<T«1»0.5
C ASD D CM BE VEEP IP SEEDED.
THE TITLE OH IKE a i t MOULD BE UUDEt THE I AXII.
AND TO TIB LEFT or THE T AXIt (THE PtDOIAH CAH PLOT
sou

n u n o : t T A I M an A PLOT, t o BE CAREFUL.)

X LEff TKA.1 0 . OK CREATEt THAN • EIOULDS'T HAPPEN, BUT CHECIt IT.
-lit-

AMAT lIZEt

MAX IITE OP POrtirrUL ARRAT.lOl, ADJUIT POTK-101 ,P0T(iQl) ,LLL-t. 101
MAX BDWDABT l l l t i 1101. ADJUtT BOnOI .lOHDJ.MRDJ M0ND1 .OBPKSl,
Aia<iiou.Ataruioo.oiint(iioitiai),xT(iioi«tai.«)
MAX ULIN 110. ADJUJT 0 » D t I ( l i O l « i a i ) . X T . ( l l O I * U l ) , e L » ( l » l > ,
MAX MMBCt or RAW; M l . AOJUfl AL(1011 . 10(101.1.lltlOli.ttUOlKAXIlMl
WHD(101>.MIAU(10l).CttOC10O,elBZ(101) OMt(I01>.
CTII(IOL).OPBICIOI) .IDOTLOOl] .IDOtKlOl) .TDOTL(lOl).lnfL(lDl).
TFiKioD.ntion.xoo.ioi),zicioi).it(ioi),udoD.itmn-ioi
KM t t a OP HAKJM; 1*000. •••*"OtlOItAU.T t t B O t n u *
** ttOOO
i t r o t i t w * r o i M . ADjutT r m ( i i o o o ) , v ( i i o o o i . » ( i i o o o )
KAX ZLTMi 9 0 0 . ADJUtT DX(SOI»l),IK»I**).t»Ct«J0l*M.t«fW»»O»»I)
i n m i l . LOOP • i . a o o i t t ,
IIA(MU»U),
itu-aottit , lAitoci)
LH-JOl
LEMTt OP CWtpOTEtrlAL
KAX KUKBH OP eaiLI: t O l , AOiUtT CMtt01).CTI101),Cl(10l).LU.-1.101
>

HAX PUMBE* OP eOLIimt: 401 .ADJUST LIHCU.40I>,
(ItOVLD M UWOEt TIM ItlN)
E A U O . M I ) 0KLT rOt.tCCT. CTU. I t CTL. COOED.
• . . » . . . . • » . • » • • • • • • • • taiiDOC • • • • • » • » • « • • » . . • « • » » • » • » • /

APPENDIX IV
BOUNDARY EXAMPLES

In the followinf example*, we will try to illuitrate moat of the situation! that can
Metal Boundary

arise In generating a boundary data aet.
POT

R

Z

3

3

2

DELTAtt DELTAZ
2.0

-0.4

A metal boundary to the left of the point marked "1," if at potential # 3 , and if the line
ii assumed to be 0.4 mu left of the point, would have a boundary data line as shown.

A metal boundary above the point marked 1, if at potential # 3 , and if the line is
assumed to be 0.6 mesh units (mu) above the point, would have a boundary data line
as. shown:

_f~

T

inside Corner
POT

R

Z

3

3

2

DELTAR DELTAZ
0.6

2.0

The applicable rule is that the mesh point at !t=3, 11=2 is the nearest point to
the boundary, from the inside, and is defined as a "boundary point." The distance
UHl.TAIt 0.6 is the distance from the boundary point to the boundary. When this

POT

R

Z

3

3

2

DELTAR DELTAZ
0.6

-0.4

If the metal boundary forms an inside- corner at the point roarJied "1>" if at potential
# 3 , and if the line is assumed to be 0.4 mu left of the point a n d 0.6 mu above I lie point,
it would have & boundary data line as shown.

diulunce is (-renter than one mesh unit, ua it is in the Z-diroclion, then the code number
2.0 is mi'.l for the DELTA K at DELTA K.
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!W

,
Neumann Boundary

I

R

Z DELTAR DELTAZ

0

0

2

0.0

Metal with Two Intercept*

'

POT

j

POT

1 'i

2.0

1

R
1 1

Z

DELTAR DELTAZ
0.3

-0.1

A point on the axil, or on any other eecment of Neumann boundary, aa the point

The point at *4* above haa two intercept* with the aame boundary segment, here

amaabared "2" abor*, aaea a coda number for DELTAR=0.0, for a horbwntal Neumann

defined aa DELTAR=0.3 and DELTAZ=-0.1, and if POT=l, there would be a data

boundary, and could hare a data Una aa shown. If the Neumann boundary ia a verticil.

line at shown.

fan, then DELTAZ*0.0. Tha entry POT=0 could be any value, bnt it frequently made
W for the lack of anything Utter.

Neumann and Metal Corner

1

POT

R

Z DELTAR DELTAZ

I

0

1

0.0

-I

Doubt* Neumann Corner
POT

-0.4

•

0

R
O S

Z DELTAR DELTAZ
0.0

0.0

If a mrtal boundary internets the axta, and the neareet boundary point ia at the point

IT two Neumann boundarie* intersect aa at the point "6," it would have a boundary

marked I, if at potential # 1 , and if the line it assumed to be 0.4 mu left of the point,

data line as shown.

it would hare a boundary data line at shown.

m

Thin Sheet on a Mesh Line

r
•t^

1

5

Outside Corner
POT

R

1

2

3

3

-0.4

2.0

2

2

2

2.0

0.3

DELTAR DELTAZ

3

I
3

PO'

R

Z

3

3

2

2.0

0.99

3

2

2

2.0

0.93

3

1

3

0.5

2.0

3

2

4

2.0

-0.99

3

3

4

2.0

-0.99

DELTAR DELTAZ

The outside corner in the figure above requires the two boundary points at "1* and "2"

If the thin foil, or ideal (rid of In* last Illustration la moved so that it lies directly on

to be deGned. The point marked "0* is not a boundary point...the boundary does not

a mesh line, then the points under the foil are no lancer boundary points. If now the

intercept the mesh with/ui one mesh unit of the point marked "0." If the sharp corner

bottom of the foil is terminated at R=1.5, the five numbered points would use the five

is potential # 2 , the boundary data for the points at "1" and "2" are respectively as

data lines shown. The DELTAZ values of 0.99 would result in an effective thickness of

shown.

the foil at 0.02mu.

Grid Wire on a Mesh Node
Thin Foil m Ideal Grid
I

4

POT
3

7

5

3

R
3
2

Z
2
2

DELTAR DELTAZ

POT

R

Z

3

3

2

2.0

3

4

3

-0.95

2.0

3

3

4

2.0

-0.95

3

2

3

0.9&

•1.0

DELTAR DELTAZ
2.0

0.4

2.0

0.4

3

2

3

2.0

-0.6

3

3

3

2.0

-0.6

0.95

An individual grid wire, lying directly on the mesh node murku'l willi the luucr "G,"
A Uiin titteot, «r UW. fti-id, at potential //3, must VJC <lcftnu«l on both sides aa shown.

would IJC defined by the four adjacent points OK shown.
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Imaginary Boundary Points

rf-i^i
Grid Wire on Mesh Line

POT

n

Z

0

3

2

DELTAR DELTAZ

POT

R

Z

Z.0

2.0

3

3

2

2.0

0.4

0

3

3

2.0

2.0

3

3

3

2.0

-DA

D

3

4

2.0

2.0

DELTAR DELTAS

A (rid w i n can lie on a mesh Baa, instead of en a mean node as in the preceding illustra

Imaginary or virtual boundary points can be used to step along a mesh line, or by any

tion. There a n nil to be no particular advantage or disadvantage to either conBguratlon.

other path by one mesh step at a time, as shown in the table. They are defined by having

Not* howevar that if there are grid wires on adjacent meeh lutes, the effect la the same

DELTAJl=DELTAZ=2.0, and can have any value for POT. From the standpoint of ilia

as the ideal grid, no Geld can leak Ihrrongh.

difhrenee equations, virtual boundary- points are indistinguishable from any interior
point. They may be used to step along to a grid wire or other separated element.

Special Boundary Points for Dielectric
•

a
Grid Off Mesh, Not a Boundary
POT

II

Z DELTAR DELTAZ

R

Z

3

3

LEFT RIGHT
11,75

11.7S

21.0

UP

DOWN
2.5

3

3

11.75

11.75

21.0

2.S

3

4

11.75

11.75

21.0

3.5

A grid wire that does not intersect any mesh line cannot be denned as surface. Eitfu

If the virtual boundary points in the previous illustration are used to define a surface of

the wire his to be moved a little, or the scale of the mesh has to be adjusted, or more

a dielectric, then special boundary points arc defined af *r the end of the regular pointa,

resolution is needed.

when a "999* is used to end the input- The coefficients shown correspond to R=3 and
a dielectric coefficient for the upper material of R2=G.O.
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Parallel Piste Boundary Input

\
1

\
»

45° Neumann Boundary

\
3

\

POT

11

Z DELTAIl DELTAZ

0

4

2

0.0

0.0

0

3

3

0.0

0.O

0

2

4

0.0

0.0

A Neumann boundary at 45° to the mesh can be defined by making both DELTAli=0.0
and C

\Z=s0.0. This is a special cue of the General Neumann Boundary, as in the

next ex iple, for the case tanet — 1.0. Since Neumann boundaries must lie on mesh

POT

R

z

1

0

1

0,0

-0.9S

1

3

1

2.0

-0.39

1

5

1

0.0

-0.90

0

5

3

0.0

2.0

2

5

4

0,0

0.99

2

a

4

2.0

0.99

2

0

4

0.0

0.00

0

0

3

D.0

2.0

0

0

2

0,0

2.0

DELTAR DELTAZ

lines, boundary fitting cannot be used for the 45° Neumann boundary.
The maniple shows how to put in a boundary for two parallel infinite plates at POT=l
and 2, respectively. Since the plate* ait at Z=0 and S, these surface! are behind the
boundary and so the DELTAZ values pointing to them are D.9S. The axis and the top

H
Special Points [or General Neumann

1

R
3

Z

UP

DOWN

"S," fitting is used. If the axis were any longer than in this little example, a skipped

5.856

0.0

0.0

10.144

point alto the one marked "7" would also cause fitting to be used.

2

3

3

4.391

0.0

0.0

7.609

2

4

2.028

0.0

0.0

5.072

AfLcr a Neumann boundary has been defined, as in the 45° illustration, the difference
tncfHeiciLts can be redefined usintf (he Social Mamillary Vol tit input which Follows if a
"UUSV" ran. is nsiil lo end boundary input, 'Hieexpressions which define coefficients for
Uic iwo terms linking the point with the twti interior points away f-om the boundary,
left mid «Uwn in Litis extunplu, are <lft/0 1 M) and -1 li AJ/[. ( hf) whore M-tyfan A|}.
%

Ih r« (IK* NciiniiiiiH boundary in ut .'(0° to the liurfcuma,.

i-J a

"1," cause the fitting routines to be invoked. Similarly after the points marked "3" and

LEFT RIGHT

4

i

surface at R=5 are Neumann boundaries. The skipped points alter the point marked

